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City Council
names Mattingly
administrator
for Murray

II Kentucky Girls Sweet 16 Tournament

IR Calloway County 62, Newport Central Catholic 57
See today's Sports section

quake bits Japan

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he Murray City Council
approved the appointment of Matt Mattingly
as city administrator Thursday
night by a vote of 9-3.
Mayor Bill
Wells
put
Mattingly 's
name up for the
appointment
and swore him
in after the vote
was
taken.
Mattingly said
he was passionate about
Mattingly
the city and
was honored to serve it in his
new role, saying he was
inspired by his former boss, the
late Mayor Tom Rushing.
"He taught me a lot in his time
here," Mattingly said. "One of
the things he taught that stuck
out the most to me was his love
for this city. It was more than
just love; iewas service. I continue, and want to continue, that
same model. I'm here to serve."
Mattingly had until recently
been the city's director of
administration, but the council
voted last month to eliminate
that job and bring back the

T

Hundreds
are dead
Tsunami warnings
issued for entire
U.S. west coast
By MALCOLNI FOSTER
Associated Press
C.)1(Y0 IAP) — A ferocious tsunami spawned
by one of the largest
earthquakes ever recorded
slammed
Japan's eastern
More than
coast Friday,
50 after.
killing
hunshocks
dreds of people
as it swept
reported
away
boats,
- many of
cars and homes them of more
widewhile
than magnispread
fires
tude 6.0
burned out of
control.
Hours later, the tsunami hit
Hawaii and warnings blanketed
the Pacific, as far away as South

T

II See Page 2A
McComa wants more
domestic exploration tor d
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API —
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
wants to reduce gas prices by
encouraging more domestic oil
production to reduce the
nation's dependence on foreign
supplies.
McConnell made the comment Thursday in an interview
on WHAS-AM on Thursday.
The Senate Republican leader
lamented that President Barack
Obama had been open to
coastal exploration but pulled
back last year after the BP oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico.

II See Page 2A
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Tomoknow

AP Photo/Yasushi Kanno, The Yormuri Shimbun

Houses are in flame while the Natori nver is flooded over the surrounding area by tsunami tidal waves in Natori city, Miyagi
Prefecture, northern Japan, March 11, after strong earthquakes hit the area.

Schedule announced for city's
annual spring brush pick-up
Special to the Ledger
he annual spring brush
pick-up has been scheduled
for the City of Murray. All
property owners should have
brush ready for pick-up by the
dates listed below. Actual start
dates for each section may vary
depending on the amount of brush
in previous sections. Residents
may vist www.murrayky.gov to
see a map of sections completed
and sections currently working.
The scheduleds includes:
• South of Main Street (west to

T

east 1

9

DONUTS
WITH DAD:

- Section 1 - April 4
- Section 2 - April 11
- Section 3 - April 18
• North of Main Street (east to
west)
- Section 4 - April 25
- Section 5 - May 2
Residents should note that this
is for brush only and anything
other than tree or shrub debris
will not be picked up. All tree and
shrub trimmings must be stacked
neatly in piles with cuttings no
more than six feet in length or six

Colby Gore. a third grade
student at East Calloway
Elementary, grabs breakfast with his father,
Russell, during the
school's annual Donuts
With Daa event this
morning. Also pictured is
kindergarten teacher
Kara Kelso.
KYSER LOUGH
Ledger & Timer

II See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
ob Rogers will continue as superintendent of Murray Independent
Schools for another year following
a vote of district board members Thursday
night.
Chairman Dr. Richard Crouch, Vice
Chairman Stuart Alexander and board
members Donnie Winchester, Mark Vinson
and Laura Pittman cast unanimous votes
on a recommendation from Crouch that the
district continue Roger's contract through
2012.
Roger's only response to the vote was a
big smile and a nod of his head as a group
ot principals, teachers and stat t members

National Weather Service
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MISD board votes to continue Rogers' contract

Daily Forecast
Friday: Mostiy sunny, with a
high near 57
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 43
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 64
Night: Partly
Saturday
cloudy, with a low around 39
Sunday: Partly sunny. with a
high near 57
Mostly
Night:
Sunday
Cloudy, with a low around 38
Monday: A chance of showers Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 53
Mostly
Night:
Monday
cloudy with a low around 37
Tuesday: Partly sunny. with a
high near 57
Night: Mostly
Tuesday
Cloudy, with a low around 39
Wednesday: Partly sunny.
with a high near 63
....
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attending the meeting cast an unofficial
"Aye" votes when Crouch asked for a vote
of board members.
In other business, the board voted to join
a Kentucky Department of Education
effort aimed at increasing the number of
high school graduates that are college or
career ready by 50 percent by 2015. Rogers
recommended MISD join with about 100
other districts that have signed on to the
voluntary effort.
"We will need to increase our numbers
by 19,- Rogers said. "We're a lot closer to
the goal than a lot of districts."
The program is intended to prepare graduates to either move on to a college degrei
or qualify for cenified technical or other
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training before entering the workforce.
During the meeting, Keith Travis, vice
president of institutional development. and
Melony 'Bray, public information officer
for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
presented the board with an automated
external defibrillator. The equipment is
used in case of life-threatening cardiac
conditions. The cost of the equipment was
estimated at about S1.5(10. Board members
thanked the hospital that also supplied a
carrying case and mounting equipment to
the AED can be mounted to a wall in an
appropriate place.
Afterward, board members set 2 p.m. on
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KYSER LOUGH
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RIBBON CUTTING: A ribbon cutting was held Thursday to celebrate the opening of the
Huck s convenience store and gas station in Murray at the intersection of U S. 641 and
Sycamore Street. Corporate executives from Huck's were on hand to speak about the opening of the 108th store in the chain and how the store is 100 percent employee-owned.

Ranery to succeed Miler as Finance sec
FRANICIAJKL Ky. (AP) -Kentucky Finance Secretary
Jonathan Miller said Thursday
he is leaving Gov. Steve
Beshear's administration at the
end of the month to take a private sector job.
Beshear
announced that
Lori Hudson
Flanery, who
had served as a
deputy finance
secretary for
the past three
will
years,
replace Miller.
Miller. who
Miller
two
served
terms as Kentucky's elected
state treasurer before joining the
Beshear administration in 2007.
will join the Lexington law
offices of Frost Brown Todd

LL(' and also serve as a senior
adviser to Washington-based
Wellford Energy.
"While I couldn't he more
excited about my new endeavors. I will miss the people with
whom I've been working as secretary of the Finance and
Administration Cabinet." Miller
said in a statement. "Most of all.
I will miss working with the
governor and first lady.. Steve
and Jane Beshear are two of the
finest, most compassionate people I have ever encountered
inside of politics and out."
Flanery will take over as
finance secretary on April I.
"Lori has been a talented and
reliable part of our team during
the past three years as deputy
secretary. and is truly a rising
star in my administration."
Beshear said.

In addition to her duties as
deputy secretary. Flanery also
serves as the interim chief information officer for the commonwealth and as vice chairwoman
Kentucky Public
of the
Transportation Infrastructure
Authority.
A graduate of the University
of Kentucky and the UK law
school, she previously served as
deputy CEO and general counsel for the Kentucky Housing
Corp. and as financial incentives commissioner for the
Economic
for
Cabinet
Development.
Flanery said she is honored
that Beshear selected her for the
job.

America, Canada. Alaska and the entire I!.a West
Coast.
Police said 200 to 300 bodies were found in the
northeastern coastal city of Sendai. Another 88
were contained killed and at least 349 were missing. The death toll was likely to continue climbing
given the scale of the disaster.
The magnitude 8.9 offshore quake unleasl:ed a
23-foot (7-meter) tsunami and was followed by
more than 50 aftershocks for hours, many of them
of more than magnitude 6.0.
Dozens of cities and villages along a 1.300-mile
(2.100-kilometer) stretch of coastline were shaken
by violent tremors that reached as far away as
Tokyo, hundreds of miles (kilometers) from the
epicenter.
"The earthquake has caused major damage in
broad Areas in northern Japan," Prime Minister
Naoto Kan said at a news conference.
The government ordered thousands of residents
near a nuclear power plant in Onahama city to
evacuate because the plant's system was unable to
cool the reactor. The reactor was not leaking radiation but its core remained hot even after a shutdown. The plant is 170 miles 127(1 kilometers)
northeast of Tokyo.
Trouble was reported at two other nuclear plants
as well, but there was no radiation leak at any.
Japan's coast guard said it was searching for 80
dock workers working on a ship that was swept
away from a shipyard in Miyagi prefecture.
Even for a country used to earthquakes. this one
was of horrific proportions because of the tsunami
that crashed ashore, swallowing everything in its
path as it surged several miles (kilometers) inland
before retreating. The apocalyptic images of surging water broadcast by Japanese TV networks
resembled scenes from a Hollywood disaster
movie.
Large fishing boats and other sea vessels rode
high waves into the cities. slamming against overpasses or scraping under them and snapping
power lines along the way. Upturned arid partially
submerged vehicles were seen bobbing in the
water. Ships anchored in ports crashed against
each other.
The highways to the worst-hit coastal areas were
severely damaged and communications. including
telephone lines, were snapped. Train services in
northeastern Japan and in Tokyo, which normally
serve 10 million people a day. were also suspended, leaving untold numbers stranded in stations or
roaming the streets. Tokyo's Narita airport was
closed indefinitely.
Waves of muddy waters flowed over farmland
near the city of Sendai, carrying buildings, some
on fire, inland as cars attempted to drive away.
Sendai airport. north of Tokyo. was inundated

Nellie P. Andersc
Nellie Anderson.
Wednesday, March 9.:
She was preceded
Ruby Cadle Sigler
She is survived by
daughters, Tammy Ct
Osceola. Neb.; two xi
Sigler of Honda. eight
A memorial service
Arrangements are
Home and Crematory.

Jennifer Young

AP PhotolKyodo News

Oarai town is submerged after a tsunami in
lbaraki prefecture (state), Japan, Friday,
March 11. The tsunami spawned by the
largest earthquake in Japan's recorded history slammed the eastem coast Friday, sweeping away boats, cars, homes and people
the city, public broadcaster NHK reported.
More than 300 houses were washed away in
Of unato City alone. Television footage showed
mangled debris, uprooted trees. upturned cars and
shattered timber littering streets.
The tsunami roared over embankments. washing
anything in its path inland before reversing directions and carrying the cars, homes and other
debris out to sea. Flames shot from some of the
houses, probably because of burst gas pipes.
A large fire erupted at the Cosmo oil refinery in
Ichihara city in Chiba prefecture and burned out
of- control with 100-foot (30 meter) -high flames
whipping into the sky.
From northeastern Japan's Miyagi prefecture,
NHK showed footage of a large ship being swept
away and ramming directly into a breakwater in
Kesennuma city.
NHK said more than 4 million buildings were
without power in Tokyo and its suburbs.
Also in Miyagi. a fire broke out in a turbine
building of a nuclear power plant, but it was later
extinguished, said Tohoku Electric Power Co. the
company said.
A reactor area of a nearby plant was leaking
water, the company said. But it was unclear if the
leak was caused by tsunami water or something

with cars, trucks, buses and thick mud deposited

else. There were no reports of radioactive leaks at

over its runways. Fires spread through a section of

any of Japan's nuclear plants.
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III Mattingly...

Our Newest
Location! ory

Pat M. Gingko

ill1111111Istratoi s position. :Hie
city had been without an administrator - who can carry out certain mayoral duties in the
mayor's absence - since the
retirement of former administrator Don Elias, who was elected
to serve on the council last
November.
When the qualifications for
the position were put up for a
vote in February, several members objected to the change in
the ordinance stating that candidates no longer needed only a
bachelor's degree "in business
or public administration." but
were qualified if they had a
"degree from a four-year
accredited college." Council
members Linda Cherry. Jeremy
Bell and Jason Pittnian voted
against the new qualifications.
with Pittman citing his belief
that the change was meant to

target a specific person instead
of opening the field to more
candidates.
Bell. Pittman and Cherry
Mattingly's
against
voted
appointment Thursday. Cherry
would support
she
said
Mattingly in the job, but still felt
uncomfortable about changing
the qualifications.
Bell and Pittman also voted
against the second reading of an
ordinance to fund the city
administrator position and unfund the director of administration. Pittman also voted against
the second reading of the ordinance to change the pay classification of the position from 45 to
44. Wells said the salary would
be in between the minimum and
maximum amount for that pay
grade.
By a vote of 10-2, the council
approved the first reading of the
rezoning of 1(116 Sharpe St.
from R-2(single family residential) to B-4 tmedium density
business district). The Planning!

•McConnell...
From Front
McConnell told the radio stathat political leaders
shouldn't shut down coastal oil
tion

exploration simply because
something went wrong. any
more than they would tell all the
airlines not to fly because of a
single crash.

•Brush...
From Front
Don't forget
to stop in and
visit the...

DAYBREAK

inches in diameter.
Disposal of brush placed out
after the scheduled dates for
each area will be the responsi-

bility of the property owners.
This is a one time free pick-up.
Questions concerning this service may he directed to the
Murray Street Department hy
calling 762-0377.

•Rogers' contract...
From Front

411 South 12th St.• 270-761-7000
Store Manager Steve Lamb and staff
invite you to visit our newest location!
Read the Classifieds Daily

Sunday. May 29. as the graduation date for the Murray High
School's Class of 2(111. The last
day of school for all students
will take place on Thursday,
May 26. Baccalaureate is scheduled for 8 p.m. on Wednesday.
May 25 at First Baptist Church.
Later, hoard members also
approved a lone bid of $30,959
for installation of new football
field lighting at MN1S. The new
pole and lighting equipment

will be installed during spring
break.
Also. Murray Middle School
Band Director Beth Stribling
was recognized as Kentucky'
Music Educators Association
Middle School "Teacher of the
Year" by board members.
KMEA is a 5111(c)3 organization of more than 2,000 pnifessional music educators front
kindergarten to the university
level dedicated to music education in Kentucky.

Commission had previously
approved the rezoning by a vote
of 6-3. Miller and Hudspeth
voted against the rezoning.
At the end of the meeting.
Councilman Jay Morgan asked
about the possibility of amending the city's business license
ordinance. He said he had heard
many complaints that there
were too many business categories and that it was excessive
and confusing. Wells asked
Hudspeth to chair a committee
to look at changing the ordinance, and several other council
members volunteered to be on
it. Hudspeth added that the first
budget planning meeting for
2011-2012 was scheduled for
March 29.
The council also heard a
report from Todd Cowl on the
city's employee benefit trust.
which funds health insurance
claims. He said the trust currently held $425.700, and that
this was an increase of
$248.000 since the beginning at
the 2010-2011 fiscal year. He
said claims the year before had
totaled $434,000, but that major
claims were way down this year
with only $104.(XX)spent so far.
Contri said $175.(XX) was in
the fund for the employee wellness initiative, but that none had
been used yet. In the health
insurance committee meeting
earlier in the evening, Dan
Miller said he thought the city
should move faster toward the
goal of rewarding employees
that had done well in that program.
In other business
• The council unanimously voted
to appoint Kenny Darnell to another term as the 10th position on the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board
• Drainage engineer James
Oakley updated the council on the
city's storm water management ,
program, saying flooding had
decreased since the program was
implemented
• Sgt Tracy Gage of the Murray
Police Department gave a shod
presentation on Big Brothers Big
Sisters and asked council members to lend their support She said
if a family of four gives up one night
eating out, they could easily pledge
$50.
• MCCH vice president of institutional development Keith Travis
presented the city and members of
the parks board with an AED (auto
matte external defibrillator).

Jennifer Young. 33.
at 7:12 p.m. at the Mut
Born March 14, 19
Grace Baptist Church
Express in Murray.
Young was .preced:
Norma Young; matern;
nal grandfather. Alden
She is survived by
Purycar. Tenn. and fian
Young and wife. Joyce
husband. Adam of N
Jennifer of Evansville;
Lucy Hall of Evansvill
nal grandfather. Richar
significant other. Dwai
Memorial services
noon in the chapel of0
Kerry Lambert official
a.m. until service hour
Following services,
Church Fellowship Ha
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Obama speaks out against GOP Medicare move

Denny in his effort to terical
c
h
as part of broadet legislation to
HELENA, Mont. (API Obamacare.- said Rehberg
Department of
spending.
curb
says
administration
Mama
The
Si). of Nashville. died Thursday evening. March
Pat SI (
Link
Jed
spokesman
and
by. Health
led
Senate.
The
a Montana Republican's longIII. 2011. at l'he Cumberland of Green Hills in Nashville
Montana'.
for
'Unfortunately
a
Human
rejected
Democrats.
for
funding
to
shot
deny
effort
Arrangements arc incomplete at Heritage Family Funeral Horne in
seniors, Secretary Sebehus,
bill Services says
budget
the new federal health care law Republican
?Affray
apparently working Land-inot It .
would prevent Medicare from Wednesday that included the many
wit,
hand with Sen. Baucus.
paying the hills for millions of effort to defund the federal services
Nellie P. Anderson
instead issued yet another full-!
disruit,
- displaying the GOP's health care overhaul as both be
seniors
a
Nellie P Anderson,63, of Hardin, formerly rif Danville, III., died
throated defense of the law
difficulty trying to unwind a law sides wrangle over a compro- under
Wednesday, March 9. 2011, at 311/1 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
Sebelius' letter does not sayl
much of the rinse on funding to avoid a goy- defunding
recrafted
that
She was preceded in death by her parents. Charles Sigler and
how long affected Medicare
amendment.
eminent shutdown.
°barna
nation's health care rules,
Ruby. Cattle Sigler.
Advantage enrollees would her
Rehberg's
The GOP has little chance of
Services
Human
and
Health
She is survived by one son, Lonnie Foster of Danville; two
benefits until they could
without
the
that
nonparticounters
office
the
in
law
care
health
the
killing
Sebelius
Kathleen
Secretary
traditional
to
daughters. Tammy Cotten of Danville. and Brandi Wesley of says if Congress passes detund- ongoing negotiations because of san Congressional Budget transition
Osceola. Neb.; two sisters. Barbara Sigler of Hardin. and Mary
coverage.
ing legislation. Medicare weuld support for the program from Office did not find that defund- Medicare
Sigler of Honda; eight grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
Rehberg has campaignel
not be able to issue payments to President Barack Mama and the ing would have that effect and it
A memorial service will be held at a later date In Danville, Ill.
against the federal healt
hard
legal
VHS
has
that
believes
Senate.
plans
insurance
private
popular
Arrangements are handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
that Baucus was instrua
law
care
the
program
keep
to
authority
Sen.
to
Tuesday
letter
A
In
of
that cover about one-fourth
Home and Crematory.
mental in negotiating.
Max Baucus, D-Mont., Sebelius running if it wants to.
all the seniors in the program.
Rehberg recently announce
Republicans say funding cuts
The health care law scaled explained that since the health
be running for the U.S
Jennifer Young
back payments to Medicare care law repealed the old pay- to Medicare Advantage under he will
Jennifer Young. 33, of Murray. died V•ednesday. March 9, 2011. Advantage plans. as the private ment rates for private plans. the new law will force many Senate scat held by Democr
at 7:12 p.m. at the Mun-ay-Calloway County Hospital.
Medicare could be left with no seniors to leave the program Jon Tester. setting up a heavy.-1
insurance option is known.
weight matchup that has both'
Born March 14, 1977 in Fort Campbell, she was a member of
House legal authority to continue to anyway.
month.
Last
Grace Baptist Church and was the assistant manager of Max Fuel Republicans
"If Secretary Sebelius is truly. Republicans and Democratsi
an issue payments. She said that
approved
forward for a chance ta
Express in Murray.
amendment by Rep. Denny would risk "significant disrup- concerned about the seniors who looking
Medicare settle old scores.
from
Young was , preceded in death by her paternal grandmother. Rehberg. of Montana. to block tions in services- to about 12.8 benefit
Norma Young; maternal grandmother. Verdie Anderson; and mater- the health care overhaul money million Medicare recipients_
Advantage, she should join
nal grandfather, Alden "Andy- Anderson.
She is survived by her mother. Deborah Thorn Anderson of
Puryear. Tenn. and fiancé. Terry Lynn Morns or Murray; father, Paul
Young and wife. Joyce of Evansville. Ind.; sister, Tiffany Pitman and
Fogh to put up more cash to pay for Osamu bin Laden until the U.S.
Anders
WASHINGTON IAP)-In a General
husband. Adam of Murray; step-brother, Todd Hall and wife.
building the Afghan national invasion in October 2001 drove
upbeat
an
offered
Rasmussen
allies
U.S.
to
warning
blunt
and
Murray.
of
Pitman
Jennifer of Evansville; two nieces. Adeline
whose role he called vital the Islamic extremists from
army,
the
in
progress
of
assessment
Afghanistan.
of
out
pull
to
Lucy Hall of Evansville; nephew. Griffin Hall of Evansville; pater- eager
war's outcome. Gates power, as "increasingly demorthe
to
security
Afghan
said
He
war.
U.S. Defense Secretary Robert
nal grandfather. Richard "Dick" Young of Sun City Center. Fla.; and
the Taliban, which alized- by a surge an U.S. and
described
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great
Gates said Friday that while the forces have made
significant other. Dwain Caldwell of Murray.
Afghanistan and provided NAT() militara operations last
ruled
training.
NATO
under
withdrawbegin
to
intends
U.S.
at
2011,
12,
March
Saturday.
Memorial services will he held
"They are now ready to grad- a haven for al-Qaida leader year.
noon in the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. ing troops in July. a rush to the
assume lead responsibility
Kerry Lambert officiating. Visitation will also be Saturday. from I() exits by European forces would ually
risk squandering battlefield for the security of their nation
a.m. until service hour at the funeral home.
great and their people,- high
at
achieved
Following services, a fellowship meal will be held at First Baptist gains
Rasmussen said. His remarks
Church Fellowship Hall in Murray. All family and friends are invit- American expense.
In a closed-door meeting of were open to reporters but the
ed to attend.
NATO defense ministers. Gates rest of the day's session was
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Angels Community
urged the allies to resist domes- closed.
County
Calloway
of
42071;
KY
Murray.
Clinic, 1()05 Poplar Street,
The European allies long
Humane Society, 607 Poplar Street. Murray. KY 42071; or Hospice tic political pressure to depart
WASHINGTON (API - line was $360 before taxes at the
prematurely. while asserting that have seen their preferred role in
House Building Fund. 803 Poplar Street. Murray. KY 42071.
have used surging oil start of 2011, a 9 percent
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war
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Home.
start of the year. But the rising reach $430, says Robert Herbst,
"based on conditions on the Gates has spent much of his four
independent analyst.
years in office cajoling the allies cost of fuel isn't the only reason an
ground.- not politics.
Airlines have the upper hand
Cathy S. Crutcher
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Gates' remarks amounted to a to do more, either
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stark challenge to the allies: roles or an training Afghan secu2011. at her residence.
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John Canady and Shannon Trahan of Panama City. Fla.; daughter,
robbery, brandishing a weapon amount of narcotics. Trawler Na'.
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Kim Langford and Robert of Atlanta, Ga. Joe was also the proud
arrested later at his home.
and attempted robbery.
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Visitation for family and friends will be conducted Saturday.
March 12, at I p.m. following with a memorial service beginning at
3 p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in Murray.
In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to Covenant Hospice.
107 W. 19th St.. Panama City. FL 32405. and Cure PSP. 30E.
Padonia Road, Suite 201. Timonium, MD 21093.
Online donations: www.covenanthospice.org or psp.org and fol-

Pat M. Gingies

Gates to allies: Don't rush to exit Afghan war

Airlines hike price
of tickets for flyers
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Man uses sword to rob pharmacy
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low the donate link.
Online expressions can be made at. www.thejhchurchillfuneralhotne.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
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Spring break a mixed
affair for teachers
to
1 write these words with ward
the prospect of an academic spring break
spring break ahead, and as you with giddy
a
read this column, students. fac- delight,
ulty. and administrators are week away
the
absorbed in the middle of a from
week when the usual sched- usual routine
ule of classes, office hours. of classes
committee meetings. and cam- and commitpus activities is in full force. tee work. I
Next week, however, these have finall',. Home and
campus activities will be tem- realized thai
Away
my determiporarily suspended.
By James
to
This is not to say that work nation
Duane Bolin
will he cease, because spring schedule Ledger & Times
Columnist
break week often provides examinaneeded time and freedom for lions the last
faculty members and adminis- class session before spring
trators to play catch up. to break will backfire on me.
concentrate on overdue proj- requiring furious grading during a week of supposed peace
ects or looming deadlines.
Many students, like pro- and tranquility.
Of course, I will pay for it
fessors. chairs. deans, vice presidents. and the president, spend during the last half of the term.
spring break week deep in seri- but at least spring break will
be "grading free."
ous work.
"There is no rest for the
Not all students head for
the beaches in Florida. Some wicked," said Russell Jacks in
students tend to take off early. Jan Karon's Mitford books.
stretching spring break week "No rest for the wicked and
the righteous don't need none."
to a week-and-a-half or two.
I have been known to mali- the old sexton would say.
Spring break certainly fails
ciously schedule a major examination the last class session to alleviate all of the burdens
just before spring break, to of the teaching trade. Anxikeep my Histo.-v students on eties still remain. and I peck
campus a while longer, but away at my writing projects,
postpone long deferred during the husprofessors
some
examinations and major proj- tle and bustle of the semester.
So I work away and try
ects until after the break. as I
not to think about the rush to
'did this semester.
Imagine all those students come. After all. "no man ever
at Daytona Beach. brushing sank under the burden of the
sand from the pages of Biol- day...* wrote George Macdonogy and Calculus and even ald.
"It is when tomorrow's
History textbooks, taking a few
minutes from their ruminations burden is added to the burden
every two hours or so tO frol- of today. that the weight is
more than a man can bear."
ic in the surf!
Oh, there is one other
Well . . . maybe not, but
diligent students will nonethe- problem keeping me from the
less be greeted back on cam- successful completion of my
pus with exams, quizzes, and burden of work.
One's children can be bruresearch paper deadlines.
Students in my History of tally honest—can't they?—
Kentucky class have told me especially with their parents.
I remarked to my son, rather
that they plan to conduct
research on Kentucky county. innocently, that all week I had
experienced trouble in preparreports over the break.
There they are, whiling away ing my Sunday school lesson.
I try to teach a vibrant,
the hours in museums, libraries,
and archives. Other students inspiring group of the faithful
are spending spring break away at my church.
Believe me: I learn more
from studies and parties. choosing instead to serve on cam- from these saints each week
pus ministries' mission trips than they learn from me. I
or other volunteering activi- simply mentioned to Wesley
that "the lesson had just not
ties.
Still others have gone back come together" this week. (I
home to spend time with fam- think that's the way I put it.
Wesley shot back immediilies and old high school friends.
For me. spring break week ately, "Daddy, there is only
is a mixed affair. The Uni- one reason for that." "And
versity's spring break does not what is that, Wesley?" I asked.
coincide with Carnmie Jo's "March Madness!" he replied.
James Duane Bohn teachspring break at Murray High
School. so our daughter will es in the Department 11 Hiscontinue to hit the books at tory at Murray State Universchool with track practice fol- sity and may be reached at
duane.bolin@murraystate.edu
lowing the school day.
forlook
always
I
Still.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial Opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Two angel ale!
An angel alert has beet
box-spring for a child
issued for a small deer
donate may contact the
762-7333.
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Murray Masonic Lodg
March 12, at the Lodge
start at 1 p.m. Work wil
masons are invited to an

Red Cross holl

Teachers getting a bad rap in economic debate
Gas prices are skyrocketing. I was assigned. I discovered vising extraWe're fighting two wars. The that there were kids who could curricular
and
clubs
number of children living in not really read at all.
For many of this group. activities.
is the
poverty is increasing,
their spirits had already been Who directs
number of uninsured.
Mortgage foreclosures are broken and they resisted all the school
the
at an all-time high. Most of efforts to establish basic skills. play.
conus are one illness or job loss Every year. "because you are spring
the
away from financial disaster, such a good teacher:" accord- cert.
with middle and lower income ing to the principal. I taught cheerleadthe
families steadily losing ground. two classes of these kids, an ers,
club?
chess
addiin
enterprise,
exhausting
fuggedAnd the poor? Well,
Main Street
tion to the three other "regu- Another task By Constance
aboudit.
making
was
Meanwhile, we're seeing an lar" classes.
Alexander
Aside from the normal devel- phone calls Ledger & Times
extraordinary jump in wealth for
parents
Columnist
the super rich. Enormous Wall opmental issues associated with to
a stuStreet bonuses are back. baby. this age group. more compli- when
had
dent
kids'
affected
In the Hampton% - the tony cated situations
problems. Though not necesseaside playground of the daily c!assroom performance.
Drugs. alcohol, divorce, jail. sarily time-consuming. these
wealthy - the housing market
always turn out
is so het up. there are bidding abuse of every stripe, family calls did not
There was
hoped.
one
way
the
were
illness
terminal
violence,
wars among frantic, big-bucks
part of many of my students' the misbehaving kid whose parbuyers.
ent beat him up as the result
(Yes. Virginia, these are lives.
Most of the kids in my spe- of a call, only adding fuel to
some of the same fast-talking
resentment.
shysters who created financial cial groups were classified the child's
Another guardian. when
according to an array of disinstruments of destruction.)
her daughter's use
In short, the economy is in abilities, including blindness, called about
in the classroom,
turmoil, so it must be time to hearing impairment. dyslexia. of profanity
a series of explewith
exploded
And
disturbance.
emotional
and
right?
savage teachers,
the parent's disexpiessing
tives
commupoor
a
not
was
this
Lately, the vitriol being
of school rules regardspewed about teachers has heat- nity; our district included the approval
cursing.
ed up to the extent that I country club area with lavish ing
Yes, there were holidays off
well
as
help,
live-in
and
houses
comtelevision
a
heard
recently
summers too, but every year
mentator remark that teaching as a housing project. and huge and
a teacher 1 needed a
was
I
submiddle-class
of
swathes
is really a part-time job. with
job to supplement my
summer
twelve-month pay for nine- divisions.
job
Besides scheduled classes income. Most summers, the
month duties. "They get out
coupled with graduate studwas
mandatory
but
mundane
and
the
clock!"
two-o'
of school at
bus ies, which were necessary to
pundit declared, eyes flashing supervisory tasks including
maintain certification and ongopatrol.
potty
and
cafeteria
with indignation, fist raised to duty,
.
teachers enjoyed a whopping ing professional development
pound the table.
Throughout the nine years
lunch.
for
minutes
twenty-two
first
My
break.
a
me
Give
I taught. teaching changed.
career was in public school In my first school, the teacher
In New Jersey id that tnne,
room.
boiler
the
was
"cafeteria"
teaching. and it was one of
state testing presented the dawn
the most challenging jobs I amidst clanking pipes and the
sour smell of dried floor wax of a new age. The trend edged
have ever tackled.
toward emphasis on tests, not
and the janitors' wet mops.
not
was
matter
The subject
learning. Though I received
papers
were
there
home,
At
the issue, though as an Engoutstanding evaluations during
lish major I'd dreamed of teach- to correct every night. After
time in my teaching career. I decided
ing Shakespeare and Thoreau. school, teachers spend
super- education was moving in a
and
conferences
parent
where
school
In the junior high
as

To the Editor:
The Kentucky Department
91 Fish and Wildlife Resources
is proposing hunting Sandhill
Cranes in the 2011-2012 hunting season.
Sandhill Cranes are gray
birds with white cheeks and

direction that did not make
sense for me. There were other
opportunities for women in the
workforce. and few for women
in education, particularly at the
secondary level.
My career change led to a
job at AT&T that yielded an
immediate $17,(.01) raise and
included all the things I liked
about teaching - intellectual
stimulation, varied activity and
problem-solving that combined
creative and analytical skills.
No more 22-minute lunches, irate parents, or principals
who were more interested in
rooting out gum chewing kids
than in engaging students in
learning.
Which brings Me back to
teacher bashing.
There are many aspects of
our educational system that need
to be changed -- no argument
with that - but teachers are
not the root of the problem,
nor are they a drain on the
economy. collecting fat paychecks and bonuses designed
to line their own pockets. while
debilitating others.
As so many situations do,
this one reminds me of a poem,
"The Swimming Pool." by
Thomas Lux, in which an
unhappy young girl at an apartment swimming pool is compared to the lower middle class
like this:
". .That fat group. handed
crumbs so they can drop a few
down lower, to the poor, so
they won't kill the rich.
All around the apt. swimming pool there is what's everywhere: foremtkenness and fear,
a disdain for those beneath us
rather than a rage against the
ones above: the exploiters, the
oblivious and unabashedly
cruel."

OUR READERS
WRITE
red on the top of their heads.
They stand 5 feet tall with
a wing span of 6-7 feet. Their
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gurgling "groo" call is one or
the most metnorable in nature.
They have slowly returned
after having been hunted almost
to extinction in the early 191X1s.
They mate for life and have
a low reproduction rate with
a nesting pair averaging one surviving chick every three years.
When a mate is killed, the
other mate shows signs of obvious distress.
These migrating cranes have
not been hunted in Kentucky
tor inure than 90 years.
This "first ever" hunting season proposing selling 4(1) permits (killing of 2 cranes per
permit) is being hastily planned
for 2011.
There is no reason to shoot
these birds. There is no evidence of "crop depredation". nor
is there sufficient data to determine whether hunting will cause
reversion to their threatened
Ibis iiispii tog species aids
aii iii i ea.ingly urbanized world

in connecting with the outdoors.
Shooting will increase their
skittishness, thus hindering
enjoyable wildlife viewing.
The loss of related tourism
outweighs the increased economic activity of hunting.
Hunting related expenditures
in Kentucky totaled $423 million in 2006. Wildlife viewers
spent $542 million the same
year.
As (in outdoor enthusiast.
retired teacher. and RN. I am
passionate about preserving
nature for our grandchildren.
Preventing Sandhill Crane
killing helps preserve Kentucky's natural beauty and
diverse wildlife without costing the state any money.
This decision will he made
in May of 2011. You can leant
more about the issue at
kyc4sandhillcranes.wordpress.c
um.
Please direct your mail or
call to Commissioner John Gassett 11$001 8514-1549 or WI
Sportsman's I.anc Frankfort. Ky.
40601 before May I. 2011
Melissa Easley
Murray. K.
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Kirksey Ball Park takes
applications, hold sign-ups

,oen/
Weminders

1he Kirksey- Ball Park is currently taking
applications for the new season. Applications
are available at Orscheln, Martha's
Restaurant. the Kirksey Store and the
Kirksey Post Office. Sign-ups will he held at
Kirksey Methodist Church tin front of park)
on the following dates: Friday. March 11, 4-7
p.m.; Saturday. March 12, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
Sunday. March 13. 2-4 p.m.: and Saturday.
March 19. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Cost for season is
$35 for first child and $25 for each additional sibling. Late registration after April 4 is
$45. For more information, call Dianna at
527-2072 or Michaej at 489-6140 or e-mail
kirksevpark@yahoo.com.

Datebook
Sanci Teague
Community
editor

The following are reminders
e‘ents scheduled this week end that were recently published in the Murray Ledger &
Tittles:
Ashley Brooke Henderson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Henderson of Benton. and
Lucas Nance, son of Mr.
Gunner Nance of Murray and
Mr. Jerry Don and Mrs. Shelia
Smith of Murray. will be married Saturday, March 12. 2011.
at 3 p.m. at New Zion
Missionary Baptist Church in
liketon. All family and friends
are invited.

Two angel alerts issued

An angel alert has been issued for a twin bed, frame, mattress and
box-spring for a child in a family. Another angel alert has been
issued for a small deep freezer for a family. Anyone willing to
donate may contact the Family Resource Youth Service Center at
762-7333.

Masonic Lodge 105 will meet

Murray Masonic Lodge #105 will have a called meeting Saturday.
March 12, at the Lodge Hall. Meal will be at noon. Meeting will
start at 1 p.m. Work will be in the fellow craft degree. All master
masons are invited to attend.

Red Cross holds professional CPR course

on

The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
hold a CRP for the Professional Rescuer course on Saturday, March
12. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Fee required. For more information, contact the Red Cross Office at Jwilsonto'callowaycoredscross.org: or
753-1421.

Photo provided

will be Saturday,
MURRAY BAND BREAKFAST: The Murray Tiger Band Pancake Breakfast
are $5 and
Tickets
Cafeteria.
School
Middle
Mutray
the
in
March 12, from 7:30-10 a m.
to help the band proincludes pancakes, sausage. eggs and a beverage. All proceeds go
instruments, equipgrams at Murray Middle and High Sctools wtth the cost of transportation
or at the door. "Our
ment, repairs and music. Tickets can be purchased from any band member
and commualumni
neighbors,
friends,
members,
family
our
of
1,000
goal is to feed al least
leresa Butler. MMS
nity supporters,- says MMS Director Beth Stribling. Pictured from left are
MMS bookkeeper;
secretary: Jonathan Hilbrecht, 6th-grade band student; LaCosta Hays.
student: and Linda
Brendan Parker. 8th-grade band student: Sarah Whitney. 8th-grade band
Paluso, parent volunteer.
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The Ladies Auxiliary of the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291
will have their regular monthly meeting on Saturday. March 12,
from 1-3 p.m. at the First Christian Church. All members are urged
to attend. For more information, contact Dorothy Daniels at 753(1049.

MHS holds sports kickoff event

The 2011 Murray High School Spring Sports Kickoff will be
Sunday. March 13, at 2 p.m. at MI-IS Mallory France Soccer
Complex. Admission is free. The Band will have the concession
stand open. Team autographed school sport prints will be auctioned
off. Introductions by coaches will be made for the following sports:
MMS boys and girls soccer teams. MHS and MMS track, tennis.
baseball and softball teams.

Sigma Department will meet

The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday. March 14. at 6:30 p.m. at the clubhouse.

Calloway Republican Party will meet

The Calloway County Republican Party will host Michael Pape.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield's field representative, and First District GOP
Chairman Russ Randall at its meeting Monday. March 14. at 6:30
p.m. at the C'alloway County Public Library. The group will discuss
state and federal legislative initiatives. Any interested conservatives
are welcome to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. James
Franklin Andrus of Murray.
will celebrate their 61)th wedSunday.
anniversary
ding
March 13. 2011. from 2-4 p.m.
at the American Legion Hall in
Murray. All family and friends
are invited hut the couple
requests no gifts.

Beasley Scholarship Banquet slated for April 2
Special to the Ledger
The MurrayState I. niversity
Department of History is sponsoring a banquet to raise funds
for the Dr T. Wayne Beasley
Memorial History Scholarship
on April 2 in the ('urns Center
Ballroom beginning at 7 p.m.
speaker.
banquet
The
Christopher Browning, one of
the leading scholars on the
Holocaust, will speak at 8 p.m.
on "Fiolocaus, History and
Survivor Testimony."
Dr. Browning is Frank Porter
Graham Professor of History at
University' of North
the
Carolina-Chapel Hill. His publications include: "Origins of the
Final Solution: The Evolution of
Nazi Jewish Policy. September
1939-March 1942" (2(104):
"Ordinary Men: Reserve Police

Battalion 101 and the binal
Solution in Poland (1992): "The
Path to Genocide" 11992);
"Fateful Months: Essays on the
Ltnerginice of the Final
Solution" (1985 i: and "The
Final Solution and the German
Foreign Office- (1978). In
Spring 1999. he gave the
George Macaulay Trevelyan
Cambridge
at
Lectures
University, which have been
published under the title "Nazi
Policy. Jewish Workers. German
Killers" (2000). In Spring 2002.
he delivered the first George
the
at
Lectures
Mosse
University' of Wisconsin, which
as
published
been
have
Memories:
"Collected
Holocaust History and Postwar
Testimony". His most recent
book. "Remembering Survival:

Inside a Nazi Stave Labor
('amp- 12010i. is a case study of
a complex of factory slave
Starachowice.
in
laborers
Poland, based primarily on 292
survivor testimonies.
The T. Wayne Beasley.
Memortal History Scholarship,
once funded, will be awarded
yearly to the outstanding MSU
junior history major. Dr.
Beasley joined the faculty of
MSU in 1965 upon completion
of his Ph.D. at the University of
Georgia. He taught in the
Department of History for more
than 44) years. one of the longest
teaching careers in MSU history. A specialist in British
History. he also taught Ancient
History and Modern European
History. Thousands of MSU students enjoyed him as instructor

the years. He received noth
the Max G. Carman Outstanding
Teacher Award (1992) and the
Regents' Award for Teaching
Excellence (2()03).
Reservations for the banquet
may be made by contacting the
Department of History at (270)
809-2234: or by e-mail at
msu.deptofhistory4(:murraystate.edu: or by mail at
University.
State
Murray
Department of History. 6B
Faculty Hall. Murray. KY
42071-3341. The banquet and
lecture are $40; the lecture only.
is $15. Those unable to attend
the banquet are asked to consider a contribution to support the
scholarship or sponsor an MSU
student

over

itt•

Calloway Touchdown Club will meet

The Calloway County Touchdown Club will meet Monday. March
14. at 6 p.m. in the film room of the CC'HS field hou..e. All parents,
guardians. family members and Calloway County football supporters are encouraged to attend. For more information. contact Ronda
Cherrie. secretary. at 492-8700.

Liam Samuel
Duncan

The Western Kentucky/Tennessee Stitchers will have a demon
stration and workshop on the new technique of pinbroidery on
Monday. March 14. at 10 a.m, at the First Methodist Church it
Murray. All are invited to attend.

Food allergy group to meet

at
The Food Allergy Support Group will meet Monday. March 14,
6 p.m. in the Center for Health and Wellness. For more information.
call 226-0297 or e-mail kymomcookingallergyfreeto'gmail.com.

Half Marathon,5K volunteers needed

The Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare will host the
Murray Half Marathon and 5K Saturday. April 16. and the race committee is in need of volunteers of all ages. Parents will need to supervise children. Families, community groups and organizations are
encouraged to volunteer. A volunteer registration form. including a
list of volunteer positions, can be found online at www.runwalkinurray.org• or anyone interested in registering as a volunteer or devel762-1831
oping a spirit team, can contact Michelle Gesell at 1270)
or Melissa Ross at 1270) 762-1832.

Photo provided

PROJECT GRADUATION DONATION: Melissa Wynn. left.
and Tern Garland, right, of Jackson Purchase ACA recently
presented a check to Murray High School for Project
Graduation. Accepting for MHS is Sarah Wooten. center

West Kentucky Allied Services will hold a public me,..
Tuesday. March 15. at 1 p.m. in the upstairs conference room..
Weaks Community Center to discuss the needs for Calloway.
County. A survey was given to and filled out by 250 of the LIHEAP
participants. This is to determine what the low-income beneficiaries
feel is the most needed programs for Calloway County. All interested persons are asked to attend For more information call 751-09418

1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MARCH 17
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Spring Arrivals!
Sizes
Infant-6X Girls • Infant-7 Boys

PG. I:50 - 3:15 - 7:1ii

Unknown
PG13 -9:00
The Grace Card
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WITNESS THE POWER OF FORGIVENESS

Red Riding Hood

.VM1-crafted... with a powerful spirit
niessage Of redemption and forgiveness.
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Linda Dinh
& Bryan Nixon
Blair Lane
& Tyler Brockman

Heather Collins
& Shawn McClure
Brittany Ross
& T.J. Hargrove
Mallory Neltner
& Greg Ryan
Brittni Sullk an
& Josh Kerr
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Gnome° Si. Juliet
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University Syurre
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Kristi Hintz
& Ryan Pickens

Accessories
& Socks
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04,

Lauren Daniel
& Tim Ulseth

111

it

AdECArib

Amy. Melvin
& Matthew Middlebrt)oks

Sandals

s

P013 - 1:40 - 4:05 - 6:45

OPIPINOW

Sara Butler
& Gregory Gilbert

Holly Nelson
& Logan Schwettman

Theatres

Allied Services will meet Tuesday

•--aa&

Russell and Kindled> Duncan
of Almo. are the parents of a
son. Liam Samuel Duncan. born
Feb. 9.2)111, at 6:1(1 p.m. at the
County
Murray -Calloway
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds eight ounces and measured 20 1/2 inches. Two sisters
are Emma and Eliza Duncan.
The mother is the former
Kimberly Stalls.
Grandparents arc Fred and
Linda Stalls and Ralph and Pain
Duncan. all of Almo.

Emily Futrell
& Chris Fike

Brittany Davis
& William Riggs

MHS senior portfolio pick-up

Murray High School past Senior Portfolios can be picked up ar
•
Murray High School. Portfolios will be disposed of if not picked um
by March 25th, according to Teresa Speed.

Our
''• Registered
Bridal Couples:

_,12nouncernen/
(--71

Stitchers group to hold workshop
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il or
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Amber Michelle G. Owen
and Zachary Ryan Miller will
be married Sunda. March 13.
2011. in Murray

TO PLACE AN AD CALL 753-1916
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DIRECTOR1 OF CHURCHES
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2 is, p
1,3 Sunday
2 is. 1.
3r6 SundayMEMORIAL BAPTIST
13(511 a in
Morning Worship
hilil p lv
Evening Worship

ADVENTISTS
.EN OM Amt.:N.1as!
SE,
sal 9
a in
Sat 10 15 .. lv

Norship
Sabbath s.

ANOUCAN
ST. MARK'S A-NA:LB:AN CHURCH

APOSTOLIC

hi II

7.00 p m

BAPTIST

railroad doctor for a physical
examination. At the time, we
were

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9.00 a in
Sunday- School
10,00 a.m & 6,00 p m
Worship
500 p m
Discipleship Training

FAITH BAPTIST
1100 a in
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
10110 a in
Sunda. School
11490 a in & 6:00 p.m
Worship
7,00 p.m
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
1445 a in
Sunday Sclsol
Worship 4*:30 & 1100 a.m. & 6 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:45 pm
Worship
Evening
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9,30 a.m
Sunday School
1045 a in
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9,30 am
Sunday School
10A5 m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 am & 6 min.
Morning Worship
S p in
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
800. 9,15 & 1030 a.m.
Worship
Sun Schools. 8,00 9- 15 & 10,30 a.m.
6,00 p.m
Evening Worship
7 pm
Wednesday Worship

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday Sch0oI
11 a ma . 6:30 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9,00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

HILLTOP BAPTIST
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Service 11.00 a m & 6 p.m
7410 p.m
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11:00 a in
Morning Winship
5:30-7,30 p m.
As aria
5:45 p.in
Union
Training
6,30 p m.
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10410 a m
Sunday School
11 am & 600 p.m.
Preaching
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
10 00 a in
- nday School
II a m & 6 p,m
Worship
700 p in
Wednesday Worship
LOCUST GROVE
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11 a in & 6 p m
Morning Worship
7 00 v. m
Wednesda. Wurshm

VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
II a.rn & 6 p in
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
400 pm
Saturday Mass
1030 a in
Sunday Mass
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
6:00 p.m
Saturday Mass
8:00 p.m
Saturday Spanish Mass
Mom
Masses
Sunday

CHRISTIAN
AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 am Ai 6 p.m
Worship
10 a.ni
Bible Study Sunday
7 p in
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
900 a m.
Celebration Service
945 a.m.
Sunday School
10,45 a in.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
930 a in.
Bible School
10.30 a m
Worship
6,00
p.m.
Service
Evening

CHRITIAll SHONE SKIVED

10:30 a m
Sunday School
heading Room Evers Wed 12-3 p.m
7,30 p ni
2nd Wednesday

CHURCH OF CHRIST
'it•,1; ii 111 RCH OF CHRIST
P. I
Everor

s

and

900 a in
9 50 a m
o 00 p in

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
900 a.m
Sunday School
104)0 a in
Preaching

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Warship 10:11 (is & 6 p m
p in
Wednesday Fanal. Training

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 am
Morning Servo.,

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10,30 a in
Sundays
7.00 p.m.
Wednesdays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
10.15 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Viorship

men and He will deal with each person as they deserve.
However,sometimes we may put more importance on a
person's exterior than we should. Although it is proba-

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
6,30 p.m
Wednesday Evening

bly only human nature to be more friendly to an attractive, well-groomed person than to someone who is
unkempt, a person with a kind and gentle heart may
prove to be a more reliable friend, regardless of their
appearance. Our Lord never looks at a person's outward
appearance. He is only concerned with what is inside
our hearts.Truly God is good to the upright,
those who are pure in heart.

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9,00 a in
Bible Study
9,50 a.rn
Morning Worship
6,00 p.m
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
a.m
900
Sunday Bible Class
10,00 a.m
Morning Worship
6-00 p m.
Sunday Night
700 p m
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 am
Sunday School
1050 a in.
Morning Worship
7,00 pm
Evening Worship
Sunday & Wednesdays I
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10,00 arm
Sunday School
11,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9,50 a in & 6 p.m
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
900 a.m.
Bible Study
10.00 a m & 6,00 p.m
Worship
700 p m
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
10-45 a in
Morning Worship
6:00 p ii
Evening Worship

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9,30 a m.
Public Talk
10 30 a.m
%Vats Mower Studs

LUTHERAN

METHODIST

AIII"aft....---"L..........

GREEN PLAIN
10,00 a.m.
Bible Study
10,45 a.m
Morning Service
6:00 p in
Evening Worship
700 p.m
Wednesday Worship

evars wrrnsus

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9 00 a m
Bible Study
Worshu.lam

R.S.V. Psalm 73:1

DEXTER
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10-30 a rn & 6.00 p.m
Worship
7-00 p in
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10 a.m.
Bible Study
11 a.m
Morning Worship
6 p.rn
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a ni
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worsh,p

10 00 am
10 45 am
7 :30 p in

Sunday School
Worship
Evening Sem 1...

also like the doctor-he is more interested in what is in
our hearts than in our exterior, outward appearance.
The Bible tells us that God alone knows the hearts of

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9,30 a in
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
7,00 p TT1
Wed Bible Study

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
93)) a.m
Worship
1118) a in
Sunday Sch.s.1
70(1 pm
Wed Night Bible Study

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH

Surprisingly, the doctor didn't
seem to mind, and he remarked that the dirt on the outside didn't matter; he was more interested in what was
on the inside of the workers. Our Heavenly Father is

9,30 a m.
11 a in.

SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worships
p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11.00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:00 pan
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p in
Sunday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9,30 a in
Sunday Sch.ol
1030 a.m & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
II a.m & 6 p m
Worship
7p
Wednesday

HAZEL BAPTIST
930 a.in
Sunday School
10,30 a ni & 6,30 p.m
Worship
530 p.m
Church Training
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

dirty

quite

lltCH OF THE LIVING GOD
hip
r
C
.
9.30 a.m
Bible School
1130 am & 7 pm
Worship
7pm
Wed Bible Study
7 p IT
Friday Worship

becausewe didn't get a chance
to clean up before seeing him.

SINKING SPRING
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
10.00 a in
Sunday School
11:00 a in
Morning Worship
600 p in
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth 700 p in

all

OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p in
Sunday
. p in
N'edresday

sweaty from working, and I
to the doctor
apologized

SCOTTS GROVE
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11,00 a.m.
Worship Seine,.
6:00 p m
Esening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7430 p.m.
AWANA Ministry
Wednesday Night 6343 p in -S p in

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
fi 30 p in
Wednesday Service
10,00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 am
Worship Sk.I.VICl.
*300 p in
Sunday Night

PALESTINE UNITED
1000 a ni
Sunday Sch..'
11(30 a m
Worship

I

POPLAR SPRING
10 a m.
Sunday School
Worship ), 45 m & 11 a.m & 6 p m.
SALEM BAPTIST
9,30 a.m
Sunday School
10.30 arn & 6 p,m.
Worship
7,00 p.m.
Wed Night Bible Study

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9 Li a m
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Morning Services
6.00 pm
Evening Services

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7 00 p m
Thursday Night
10 00 a m
Sunday. Morning
7.00 p m
Sunday Evening

the track foreman telling all
the new workers to go to the

OWENS CHAPEL
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11-00 a.m.
Preaching
5 30 p m.
Prayer Service
6,00 p.m.
Church

BLOOD RIVER
1100 am.
Morning Worship
600 p m
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 am
Sunday School
11 am tir fipm
Worship

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10,00 a m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Sunday W.rship
6 30 p.m
Wed Night Bible Study

on the railroad. In themiddle
recall
of one particular day,

OAK GROVE
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a in & 6,30 p.m.
Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth 630 p.m.

,•

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
10 a m
Sunday Service
in :SO pm
Wednesday ilassee

One of the first real jobs I had
as a young man was working

NEW PROVIDENCE
10-01 a in
Sunday School
II am &rpm
Worship

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
HOPE HA(:(:-Ili
Sui.day Morn, ,
Sunday Evening V. osaip
Wednesday Bible Study

It's What's On The
Inside That Counts

MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 30 a rn
Sunda. School
II 00 a in
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
lilt) a in
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
10:00 am
Morning Worship
6.00 p in
Evening Worship

APOST1)1 11 HOME FELLOWSHIP
10 00 a in
Sunday
645 p iv
Thesda.
r
•
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communitynews@murrayledgencom
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SECOND STREET
1045 am
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD t HURCH OF CHRIST
Sam.9 am &fipm
Worship
10 15 a.m
Bible Study
7 p in
Wed Bible Study
UNION GROVE
.0,00 a m
Sunday Bible Class
10.50 a.m
Morning Worship
6,00 p.m
Sunday Night
7-00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
UNIVERSITY
9,00 a in
Bible Classes
10-00 a.in & 5.00 p.m
Worship
WEST MURRAY
10.50 a.m
Morning Worship
6,00 p.m
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
900 a.m
Morning
600 p.rn
Evening
7,00 p.m
Wednesday

causal or JESUS CHRIST
OF LAITER DAY SLIM
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10,00 a m
Sacrament Meeting
11-10 a m
Sunday School
12.10 pm
RSTriesthood

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10130 m
Worship
900 a in
Sunday School
12,00 p m
Tuesday

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 a.m
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a m

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:000 m.
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 6.00 p m

BETHEL. UNITED
930 a in
Morning Worship
10 30 a in
Sunday School
6,00 p is
2nd & 4th Sun Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a in
Morning Worship
600 p m
1st & 3rd Sun Night
COLD WATER
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 (8) a in
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
9,50 a in
Worship Sarvict
950 am
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDEN UNITED
1000 a m
Sunday School
1100 am
Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
845& Ilam
Worship
9,50 a in
Sunday School

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 0(i a in & 6 00 p
Church
700 pm
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10.00 a it,
Sunday School
11 00 a.rn
Worship Service
5,00 p.rn
Sunday Night
7,00 p.m
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10,00 frill
Sunday School
11 00 a m & 6:30 p.m
Worship
7,00 p ni
Ser,ce
Yiuth
&
Evening
Wed
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10,01) a.m
Sunday S.•hool
11 am & 6 pm
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
1000 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Worship
7-00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10-00 a.rn
Sunday School
Ilam & 7pm
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 pm
Saturday Evening
1030am & 6pm
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a is
Sunday School & Worship
6 p.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
100 rn
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun 6 p rn & Wed 7 p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
1000 a in
Sunday School
10,50 a in & 6 p.rn
Worship
7 p.n,
-'ship
,
Wednesday"
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00-730 p.m
Worship Serve,

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10.00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 am
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
9.00 a in
Morning Worship
10 00 a in
Sunday School

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9,30 a.m
Sunday Sch,s,1
10:45 a.m
Worslup

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
10,00 a in
Sunday School
11,00 a m
Sunday Worship
6-30 pm
Wed Night Bible Study

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Worship Service

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
1000 a in
Sunday School
11,00 am
Morning Worship

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.in
Sunday School
11,00 a.m
Worship

KIRKSEY UNITED
1003 am
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
9,00 a ir
Sunday School
9.30 a in
Morning Worship
, MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9.00 a m
Worship Service
10,30 a in
Sunday School

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1000 11.1TI
Sunday School
II a rri & 6 pin
Worship Service

UNITY CUMBERLAND
1000 a.ni
Sunday School
11.00 a m &6IOpnl
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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I can do all things through

Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13
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Church Bulletu

t
churches
Various
eleased intormation concer
;heir worship services fOr
,-oming weekend as folio% s
Cr
Pleasant
North
Cumberland Presbyter
Rev. Charles Westf all. pa
will speak at the II a.m. WO(
service. Sunday School wil
II 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist:
Butler. pastor, will speak a
I I a.m. and 6 p.m worship
ices. Sunday School will t
10 a.m. Wednesday service
7 p.m. For a ride. call 753-I
or 753-4896.
Dexter Baptist: Bro. ID
little. pastor. will speak at
the II a.m. and 6 p.m woi
services. Sunday School wi
at 10 a.m. Wednesday sent
at 6:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Churcl
Christ: Jason Hart, mini
will speak about "Moriah
Mount of Sacrifice" with s
itire from Genesis 22:1-3 a
') a.m. worship service and
Dale, outreach minister.
speak about "Honor to Vv,
Honor is Due" with scril
from Romans 13:1-8 at t
p.m. evening worship. Assi
will be Todd Walker, ass(
minister, Garry Evans. inv,
inent minister, Nick Hutcl
youth minister, and Jim La'.
Ron McNutt, Rob Thom'
David Shepeard. Taylor G
Jacob Jones, Gene McDo

St. Pet(
break

Special to the Ledger
Groundbreaking for an
dour labyrinth is set for lati
month at St. Peter's of the I
Church
Episcopal
Gilbertsville. The 45-footeter labyrinth, to be consti
of crushed stone dust and
cled red bricks, will be sa
on church grounds adjoinii
Memorial Gardens, and vi
open to the public, as well
St. Peter's parishioners
walking and meditating. Ti
will be wheelchair access'
The project, first pro
nearly five years ago. V.
accomplished with a con
lion of donated labor and
ment as well as hands-on
by members of the small
ern Kentucky congreg
"We started out with some
Lions and memonals earn
for a labyrinth. " noted th
Nick Jaeger. pnest assoc
St. Peter's of the Lakes. 01
project got a real boost w
help of a recent offer for t
of machinery and labor
one of our members who
construction company. Or
hall got rolling. the !at
rook a giant step to beeot
reality."
Plans for the labyrinth i
excavating and ground pi
lion, then using a fabr
template to set the pattern
ral walkways. center circ
borders, followed by adcl

Trigg Cou

Special to the Ledge
Die
CADIZ.
annual Trigg County Cii
Days will be held March
and 20. in downtown
according to Gary
Chairman of the TCCWI
mince and owner of
House Bed & Breakfast a
Street. This event is fr
open to the public.
The re-enactment is
to he larger than the 2011
"List year we had 96 to
we're anticipating betwc
and 2(X) re-enactors this
its going to be a gra:
event," said Polete.
Friday's focus is ed
and school groups. Re-t
start registering in th
Cadiz Park at 7 a.m. The
History-mobile will at
stationed in the park ti
and the camp will be a
school tours beginning a
Camps will open to the
3 p.m, with self

Friday,:larch II, 2011 • 7.‘
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John Denham. pastor, will speak the Children's Message at both Ann Marie Montgomery. coabout "The Resume of Jesus serv ices. Assisting at the early pastor, will speak about "Out of
Christ- with scripture from hour will he Gale Cornelison Temptation" with scripture from
Hehrett A 1:1-3 at the 11 a.m. and Kailey Stone. Gary Vacca Matthew 4:1-11 at the 10.45
worship service and about will provide gathering music a.m. worship service. The Rev.
With and media ministry' will be by David Montgomery. co-pastor.
"Dealing
Discouragement- with scripture Brandon Story. Mike Faihst, will be liturgist. Also assisting
Sallie
from I Kutes• /9 at the 6 p.m. Ronnie Guthrie. Joe Pat Hutson will be Debbie Burgess.
Guy and Gregg and Val Heath.
Richardson
David
Kevin and
service.
worship
ick.
Crawford is Music Director with Assisting at the 11 a.m, service ushers: and Lisa Potty
John
Allen,
Carol
Leigh,
Donna
Pastoral
Stahler,
Jim
Mary Davis. Emma Dean is
and Jim
Clayton and Glenda Rowlett. Assistant. Television ministry Gregory, Whitey Adams
Hill
Todd
communion.
Barnett.
Richardson.
David
by
musicians. Special music will be will be
organist
at the II a.m, service and the Acolytes will be Fiona Fox and is choir director and
accompanist.
Praise and Worship Team will McKinzie Nelson and acolyte and Kala Hill is
at 9:30
lead the congregation. Sunday parent is Joyce Key. Susan Sunday School will be
a.m.
direcTeam
Praise
is
Blackford
School with James Rickman,
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
director, is at 10 a.m. WMU tor, Dr. Pam Wurgler is Chancel
pastor, will speak
Cunningham.
Bowker
Joan
and
direvtor
Choir
pracmeets at 5:15 p.m. Choir
6 p.m.
tice is after evening service and is organist. Sunday School will at the 10:45 a.m. and
in
Testimony
services.
worship
a.m.
9:50
at
be
Savings
remember Daylight
Memorial Baptist: Bro. music will be provided by
Time begins Saturday night hour
"Spring Forward- so you won't Martin Severns, pastor, will Kelsey Nance at the early
speak at the 8:30 a.m.. 10:30 and by Teddy Futrell at the
be late Sunday morning.
will
Westside Baptist: Bro. Glynn a.m. and 6 p.m. worship servic- evening hour. Eddie Morns
On, pastor, will speak about es. The Choir will provide spe- provide the children's sermon.
"Zealous for Good Things- with cial music. Joe Dale Curd is Deacon of the Week will be
will
scripture from Galatians 4:8-20 Deacon of the Week and Jeff James Rose. Also assisting
Bobby
Craig.
Charles
be
Fellow.
Yoke
is
Butterworth
servworship
a.m,
10:30
at the
ice. The Westside Men's Quartet Sunday School will be at 9:40 Hopkins and Chris Murphy.
greeters: and Gene Collins,
m.
will provide special music.
Jerry Tabers and Jacob McLeod.
Christ:
of
Church
University
"God is Good.- Business meetmusic
ing will he at the 6 p.m. worship Charley Bazzell, minister, will ushers. Henry Nance is
White,
Oneida
with
director
Lord's
the
"For
about
and Michael D'Elia will prov ide speak
organspecial music. Deacons of the Sake: Part Two- with scripture pianist: Sherry Harpole.
assisGarrison.
Kathy
and
ist:
10
the
at
2:18-25
Peter
/
front
Week are Randall Winchester
School will
and 'Tommy Hoke. E-worship a.m, worship service and about tant pianist. Sunday
for grades K-4 will be in the "The Parables of Jesus: A he at 930 a.m.
First Baptist: Pastor Sam
gym. Mike ('rook is minister of Widow, A Judge and God- with
will speak about
Rainer
at
18:1-8
Luke
from
scripture
music. Scott Douglas is minister
Religion" from
to students and Penny Perkins is the 5 p.m. worship service. "Healing from
So That You
series
sermon
the
worship
is
Ciaiborne
Danny
minister.
interim children's
scripture from
Sunday School will be at 9:30 leader and Bobby Martin will May Know with
preside at The Lord's Table. Luke 1310-21 at the 8:30 and
ant.
services. He
First United Methodist: Dr. Also assisting will be Rick II a.m, worship
the 6 p.m.
at
speak
also
will
Mullins.
Doug
and
Murdock
speak
will
pastor,
Rick Dye.
scripture from
about "A Tale of Two Parades" Children's Bible Hour for ages: Bible Study with
Baptism of Jack
with scripture from Mark 11:1- 2-9 will be at 10 a.m. Sunday Colossians. The
at the 8:30 a.m.
II at the 8:45 a.m. Early Light School for all ages will be at 9 Johnson will be
service. Sunday School will be
land,aping. According to Fr. out, IS meant to "calm and locus and II a.m, worship services. a.m.
Special to the Ledger
a group from St. Peter's the mind." The program noted
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr. at 9:45 a.m.
Kristen Schwartz will provide
Groundbreaking for an out- Jaeger.
at New that by the Middle Aces.
labyrinth
a
visited
door labyrinth is set for later this
Harmony, Ind.. for inspiration. labyrinths were a feature of
month at St. Peter's of the Lakes
Peter's facili- many churches, and pilgrims
near Like proposed St.
Church
Episcopal
labyrinth walked them as an act of devoHarmony
New
the
ty.
Gilbertsville. The 45-foot-diampath that winds tion. Outdoor labyrinths. similar
one
only
has
eter labyrinth, to be constructed
mir- to the one to be built at St.
Question: suffering, he was confident that trained by it" (Hebrews 12:10of crushed stone dust and recy- throughout. "It becomes a
our Peter's of the Lakes, can be
If we love God would redeem him from all II).
cled red bricks, will be situated ror for where we are in
is our hope found at St. Paul's Episcopal
Experiencing troubles in our
God, why his troubles (Job 19:25-27).
on church grounds adjoining the lives," he added. "It
and
visitors Church in Louisville, Cliffview
community
our
that
do we con- The end of Job's story demon- lives does not mean that God
Memorial Gardens, and will be
visit the Catholic Retreat Center in
to strates not only Job's faithful- has abandoned us. He carries us
tinue
open to the public, as well as to to the Lakes area will
Lancaster, and at Danville's
renewal.
rest
and
find
and
site
have trou- ness but also God's faithfulness through these troubles. Nothing
St. Peter's parishioners, for
to visit "Pathway of Peace."
bles in our (Job 42).
can separate us from his love,
walking and meditating. The site They would be welcome
Christina Onnybecker. the St.
labyrinth
the
hut
too,
church,
the
lives?
death nor life. neither
will be wheelchair accessible.
"neither
faithfulness
of
testimony
Job's
on the Peter's of the Lakes project
fhe project, first proposed will be a separate area
Answer: in the midst of trouble reminds angels nor demons, neither the
a
that
notes
coodinator,
nearly five years ago. will be church grounds."
What Would I.oving God us that genuine love is motivat- present nor the future, nor any
The idea of a labyrinth dates labyrinth is often called a "Path
accomplished with a combinanot ed not by what it can get but by powers. neither height nor
is of Grace" and is an ancient symand
times
prehistoric
to
Jesus Do? does that
back
tion of donated labor and equipinsure
"It
wholeness.
to
relates
that
bol
what it can give. To love God depth. nor anything else in all
By Richard
a sacred space.
ment as well as hands-on work perceived as
will only because we see him as a creation, will be able to separate
Youngblood. we
are used contains the imagery of the cirlabyrinths
Today,
by members of the small westnever have way to keep out of trouble is is us from the love of God that is
Minister at
the world as medita- cle and the spiral into a meanern Kentucky congregation. throughout
University
prob- essentially loving ourselves. in Christ Jesus our Lord"
any
tools. A dering but purposeful path."
healing
and
tive
"We started out with some donaChurch of
It How would you feel about your (Romans 8:38-39). To prove his
lems.
design consisting Onnybecker explained. "The
a
is
labyrinth
tions and memorials earmarked
Christ
simply children loving you only as long commitment of love to us. he
single continuous path front labyrinth represents a journey to
a
of
Rev.
the
noted
"
labyrinth.
a
for
entry point to a central goal our own center and back again
means71 vs ill he with us as you give them what they gave up his own Son in sufferNick Jaeger. priest associate at an
twists, turns and folds back out into the world."
that
through these difficulties. Only want'? We also need to see that ing and death on the cross
St. Peter's of the Lakes. "but the
She noted that the St. Peter's
on itself - the longest possible
when we reach the time when
love recognizes the (Romans 8:32).
project got a real boost with the
two points. labyrinth will serve as a direct "the will of God is done on earth genuine
between
distance
As difficult as trials and trouhelp of a recent offer for the use
ones to be challoved
for
need
Though dictionary definitions experience for participants. "We as it is in heaven" will all trouof machinery and labor from
through bles may seem at times, many
stronger
grow
to
lenged
and
stop
can
We
it.
walk
can
peomost
identical,
are virtually
bles cease (Matthew 6:/(1).
one of our members who has a
facing the difficulties that our blessings in life Lail come
ple distinguish a labyrinth from meditate. It is a metaphor for
construction company. Once the
The hook of Job in the Old world brings upon us. Parents through them. When we trust in
has branches that life's journey, and you receive
which
maze,
a
ball got rolling, the labyrinth
introduces us to a who love their children want God. Jesus will be with us: and
force the visitor to choose which what is there for you to receive." Testament
took a giant step to becoming a
to trust in those children to grow toward all things will be made to work
continued
who
man
Lakes
the
St. Peters of
way to go next.
reality."
to the KET Episcopal Church is located at God's loving goodness even maturity' instead of always for our good in God's plan for
According
Plans for the labyrinth include
"Kentucky Life" program aired 47 Black River Road, just off though he laced as much pain as remaining weak and dependent. our lives (Romans 8:28). As a
excavating and ground preparain 2009, mazes are "puzzles, U.S. Highway 641. north of perhaps any man who has ever For this reason loving parents result, we can he -more than
tion, then using a fabric-like
designed to challenge and even Draffenville. It is near the lived. Satan said that Job feared correct and discipline their chil- conquerors through him who
template to set the pattern of spifrustrate." while the labyrinth. entrance to Kentucky Dam God only because he had put a dren. The Bible says: "Our loved us- (Romans 8:37).
ral walkways. center circle and
hedge around hint and protected
with its one clear path in and Village State Resort Park.
fathers disciplined us for a little Therefore, let us be thankful
borders, followed by additional
him. He told God: "But stretch
while as they thought hest: hut even in our troubles t Ephesians
out your hand and strike everyGod disciplines us for our good, 5:20).
thing he has, and he will surely
ISend questions or comments
that we may share in his holicurse you to your face" (Job
request _for a copy to
or
seems
discipline
park,
No
ness.
the
in
Fire
Night
Candlelight Camp Tours and Artillery
Special to the Ledger
God then allowed Satan
Ball is open to I:!!).
University Church t.t/ Christ.
painful.
Grey
&
but
time,
Blue
the
at
The
that
pleasant
Fire
Night
Artillery
second
The
CADIZ. Ky. —
test Job, and Job proved that
the public with live music and to
Later on, however. it produces a 801 N. 12th, Murray. KY 42071.
annual Trigg County Civil War evening.
Satan was wrong Although Job
the
in
p.m.
8-10
front
dancing
of
day
Saturday is the biggest
harv est of righteousness and phone 270-753-1881 or email
Days will be held March 18, 19
did not understand why he was
Baptist Church Anne v
Cadiz
UDC
the
with
starting
event,
the
Cadiz
downtown
peace for those who have been richardy4 murray-kvnet
and 20. in
building on Main Street
according to Gary Polete, Monument Ceremony at the
is Everyone is ins ited to dress tin
Chairman of the TCCWD com- Courthouse at 10 a.m.. which
and join the fun.
mittee and owner of Futrell the same time the camps open.
Sunday begins with a tradicosfull
in
women
or
Re-enact
Main
on
Breakfast
House Bed Ai
Worship Service in West
tional
Ladies
a
to
treated
be
will
tume
Street. This event is free and
Tea at noon in the Main Street Cadiz Park at 10 a.m. The Battle
open to the public.
The Main of Dover Road will also he held
The re-enactment is expected Log Cabin building.
by
the area on the south side of U.S
in
p.m.
1
at
starts
Battle
event.
2010
to be larger than the
the
from
across
68
Highway
U.S.
of
side
south
the
"Last year we had 96 total, and on
bridge. camps and starts at 1:30 pan
we're anticipating between 150 Highway 68 near the
be a The event concludes after that
will
there
battle,
the
After
so
year
this
-enactors
and 200 re
2:30 p.m.
around
the battle
in
Tea
Afternoon
public
its going to be a great 2011
Main Street Log Cabin building "Community support for this
event," said Polete.
has been excellent so far."
Friday's focus is education serving traditional sandwiches, event
-This event is so
Polete.
said
cake
and
cookies
fruit.
scones,
-enactors
and school groups. Re
of education
terms
in
important
welis
Everyone
$5.
is
Cost
start registering in the West
of to bring history alive for our
taste
a
for
stop
in
to
come
state's
The
a.m.
7
at
Park
Cadiz
"The Home of the
children, adults and visitors to
History-mobile will again he I860's afternoon refreshment.
Carnton
in Custom Framing"
at
Ultimate
Forest
General
our conmiunity It's a great
stationed in the park that day Storytellers will also entertain
firstexpenenee
to
along
opportunity
stations
and the camp will be open for the crowds at
1st in the
301 N. 12th St.• Murray. KY
will hand what those heroic men and
school tours beginning at 2 p.m. Main Street. That evening
many
so
through
lived
women
ed
Series
(2701759-1019
self-guid
Franklin
feature
of
also
Battle
at
Camps will open to the public
ago."
self -guided Candlelight Camp Tours and scars
with
p in

has e
churches
Various
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Grove
Pleasant
North
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall. pastor.
will speak at the 11 a.m, worship
service. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl
Butler, pastor, will speak at the
II a.m. and 6 pan, worship services. Sunday School will he at
10 a.m. Wednesday service is at
7 p.m. For a ride. call 753-6416
or 753-48%.
Dexter Baptist: Bro. David
Little, pastor, will speak at both
the II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.nt. Wednesday service is
at 6:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Jason Hart, minister.
will speak about "Moriah-The
Mount of Sacrifice- with scripture from Genesis 22:1-3 at the
9 a.m, worship service and John
Dale. outreach minister, will
speak about "Honor to Whom
Honor is Due- with scripture
from Romans 13:1-8 at the 6
p.m. evening worship. Assisting
will be Todd Walker. associate
minister. Garry Evans. involvement minister, Nick Hutchens.
youth minister. and Jim Lawson.
Ron McNutt, Rob Thompson,
David Shepeard. Taylor Grady.
Jacob Jones, Gene McDougal.

Daniel
Morris and
Phil
Shepeard. A short worship service will be at 5 a.m. and Church
School at 1(1 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor
Brad Burns will speak about
"Eleven for '11 - Great Lives
Edition - Ruth" dunng the 10
a.m. worship service and about
"Comparing World Religions"
at the 6 p.m. evening service.
Jeremy Jenkins is Student Pastor
and music is led by Randy
McClure and Danny McGrew.
During worship, children tpre-K
through 6th grade) are dismissed
to "Worship Kidstyle" in the
Fellowship Hall where highenergy music, fun activities and
age-appropriate Bible lessons
help kids enjoy church and learn
about Jesus. Sunday School for
all ages begins at 9 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service. Steve Sexton will serve as
the pastor's assistant for March.
Members and guests will be
greeted by Pat and Patricia Lea.
Acolytes will be Emily Brunn
Chaney.
Cheyenne
and
Children's church will be directed by Norma Edwards. The
choir will be directed by Tina
Sexton with Pat Brunn, Renee
Doyle, Carla Halkias or Ken
accompanists.
as
Claud
Following worship, the congregation is invited to the family
fellowship center for refresh-

ments and fellowship. Sunday
school will he at 10:15 a.m. with
Tim C'haney. superintendent.
The Sunday night Bible study
for Goshen and Kirksey churches will meet at Goshen at 5 p.m.
First Christian: Rev. Ruth
Ragovin. senior minister, will
speak about "The Gospel From
the Desert- with scripture from
Matthew 4:14/ at the 9 a.m.
Celebration Service and 10:45
a.m. Traditional Service. The
Celebration Band with Toni
Seipel, Ton Daughrity. Monte
Fisher and Devin Bannister will
perforni during the Celebration
Service. During the Traditional
Service, the Chancel Choir will
bring special music "God is Our
Refuge and Strength.- Mark
Dycus is the minister of music
with Donnie Hendrix, organist,
Judith Hill, pianist. Julie
Warner, Dianne Miller and Will
instrumentalists.
Brooks
Assisting will he Melanie
Dawson. worship leader: Ruth
Daughaday and John Fuqua.
communion elders: Don Wilson,
Donna Cathey, Lillian Gierhart.
Allison Marshall. and Lesa
Sims. diaconate. Tom Seipel
will give the children's message.
following which the children are
invited to attend a special worship service designed specifically for children called "Worship
and Wonder.- Sunday School
for all ages is at 9:45 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro.

St. Peter's of the Lakes to
break ground on labyrinth

Loving God, then why trouble?

Trigg County celebrates Civil War Days

9112w Kitrmicat
John Paul Strain
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Looking Back
'Ten years ago
Thema ifihsiin was ci 'wiled as
Valentine queen of the Xi Alpha
IX-Ita Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
at the chapter's Valentine dinner
at Boulders
Recently reported births include
a boy to Rodney Messengei and
Christine Lambert: and a girl to
Mr and Mrs Michael Crass.
Broil Norsworthy has been
named a United States national
award winner in mathematics by
tie Cmted States Achiev ement
Academ
There's a new flag flying at
the Miurav Post Office in recognition 01 high marks from cuspertomers MI OW 11/840
formance. according to Postmaster Mark Kennedy
Twenty years ago
The United States Navy Band
will perfoim at Loven Auditorium on the Murray State University campus on Thursday. March
11
More than !Mt) Racer fans have
requested tickets tor Friday night's
contest with Alabama at the Omni.
MSU ticket manager Claire Benton said that plenty of tournament
books are available at $75 for all
three sessions. but finding singlesession tickets at 825 is a problem.
Murray -Calloway County representatives who won first or second in the Knights of Columbus
Regional Free Throw Competition
included Brad Duncan, Brent
Anderson. Becky Green. Clay
Bolin. Jeremy Hunt and Jaime Pigg.
Thirty years ago
Personal service contracts that
allow spending up to $12,188) have
been approved to hire a law firm
and an accounting firm for the
Murray State University regents
to prepare a case against MSU President Constantine W. Curris, who
faced a March 28 dismissal hearing.
The Kentucky Heritage Quilt
Society will hold a special meeting on the campus of Western
Kentucky University. Bow ling
Green. on Friday and Saturday.
March 20-21
,c overall win•Tiii sat,

ner of Calloway County High
School and Nest Underhill was
the overall winner of Murray High
School an the local high school
arts contest, hosted by the CreAIM: Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club
Forty years ago
Elected as officers of the Busy
Bees 4-H Club of Kirksey at the
meeting held at the hotne of Mr.
and Mrs. Lee were Renee Bolen,
Chucky Harrison. William Tobey,
Kevin Scruggs and Renee Robey
The Kiiisey United Methodist
Church will have a special evening
hour of worship on March 14
according to the Rev John Jonc,
church minister.
Dr Bill Roberts. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Gray Roberts of Murray, has joined the staff at the
Community Memorial Hospital
Ventura. Calif.
Fifty years ago
Murray Fire Chief Flavil
Robertson urged persons to be
extremely careful of grass fires
a, they can get out of control
quickly.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Douglas Pinnegar: and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Hargrove
Additional funds under the 1961
Agricultural Conservatives Program have been allotted to Calloway County to assist farmers in
the West Fork and East Fork
Clarks River Watershed in carrying out needed soil and water
conservative measures, according
to H.B. Fulton, chairman of the
.ASCS communities here.
Sixty years ago
The appointment of Robert L.
Hendon of Murray, as director of
the Division of Markets, Kentucky
Department of Agriculture, has
been announced by Commissioner of Agriculture Harry F. Walter.
He has been professor of agriculture at Murray State College since
1948.
James M. Overcast of Hazel
left March 10 for North Carolina
where he will be inducted into
the Marine Corps. He will be
there for three months training.

COMICS / FEATURES
Attention paid to dying boy
embitters his jealous aunt
DEAR ABBY: My 3-year-old
son is terminally Il My sisterin-law. "Anita: has a son who Is
a year old.
Anita always
wants to compete for attention between
the two boys
makes
She
coin
nasty
ments to family members.
suggesting
Dear Abby that her son
ignored
is
mine
while
By Abigail
gets all the
Van Buren
attention. No
one says anything to her because
they're afraid of her "blowups."
I don't know how much longer
1 can live with this. It is hard
enough watching my son sup away
a little more each day, but having to deal with this has pushed
me over the edge. How can I
handle a crazy tn-law in this situation? -- FALLING APART IN
ILLINOIS
DEAR FALLING APART:
Please accept my sympathy. It's
a shame that no one in the family is willing to point out that
the •annoyance" she's feeling is
.selfish and insensitive.
However, because no one is,
it might be better that Anita be
excluded from family gatherings
in which she might feel her son
is getting short shrift. And you
should ask the person who is
repeating her complaints to you
to please stop sharing them.
•
DEAR ABBY: I am a married man, but not happily. I have
been taking the kids on play dates
with a neighbor woman who has
been kind enough to meet with
the children and doesn't seem to
care too much that I'm a guy. As
you can imagine, most women
will not bother to befriend a man
they know is married.
She has two kids who are dose

in age to mine. She is 19 years
younger than I am and lives with
her boyfriend.
I have fallen in love win, her.
1 know I can't tell her, and I
doubt she feels the same toward
me When we part. we do hug
each other. It makes me feel fantastic, something I haven't experienced for a long time.
Should I continue getting
together with her or should I
avoid her? I feel both happy and
sad when I see her because I
realize she is basically out of
reach. -- PERPLEXED IN WISCONSIN
DEAR PERPLEXED: You feel
lonely and isolated. It is understandable that you would be drawn
to whatever warmth you can get,
but this young v..ornan iv not the
answer to your problem. Call a
halt to this relationship so that
you can wort on your real problem -- which is your unhappy.
marriage. Once you sort that out,
everything else will fall into place.
But continuing to see this woman
as things are will only perpetuate your pain.
DEAR ABBY: A few months
ago I ran into an old fnend at
the spa. She told me to call her
and plan to get together with her.
I have called her. but she never
seems receptive to actually getting together. She called me once
and invited me over to sit by the
pool, but that's been the extent
of it.
We're both married with children and work pan time. I feel
as though I'm bothering her when
I call since she never makes an
effort to return my calls or accept
my invitations. However, when
we run into each other at events
or the spa, she's chatty and friendly.
Should I stop putting out the
effort? -- CAN'T FIGURE IT OUT
DEAR CAN'T: Yes. You've
taken the first step, and the second The ball is now in her court

Sickly so worries mother
DEAR DR. GOTT: My son
is 60-plus years old and has been
reasonably healthy. He has been
hospitalized a couple of times for
pneumonia Unfortunately, he still
smokes.
Over the past few years, he
has developed a visible constant
shaking of his body, particularly
noticeable it his arms and hands,
even when he is eating. He is
married and
has no children. Seeing
him during
the holidays,
my husband
(his stepdad)
and 1 were
shocked at his
appearance.
has
He
been a
Dr. Gott always
handsome
Now,
man
By
apart from the
Dr. Peter Gott frightening.
continuous shaking, he has a sick.
unhealthy color, with his face
blotchy and gray. His eyes are
rather sullen and haglike. He
coughs occasionally, sometimes
almost choking.
When asked, his wife said he
has been to the doctor, had a few
preliminary tests and is fine. "They
could find nothing wrong with
him."
My husband and I love them
both, and we are so worried about
my son. What can we do? He
has always been it dear man, and
we are just sick over this.
DEAR READER: Tremors are
unintentional muscle movements
that commonly affect the hands,
arms, legs, head, face and other
areas of the body. There are more
than 20 types of tremor that are
often caused by difficulties in
parts of the brain that control
niuscles. They occur at any age
but are more common in middleaged and older men and women.
The cause of body shaking
(tremors) depends on which body
parts are involved. Simple possibilities include a feeling of apprehension or nervousness brought

on by an event that occurred or
is pending: prescribed drugs such
as stimulants and amphetamines
with shaking as a side effect: the
excessive lf.e of alcohol or withdrawal from it: or stroke, multiple sclerosis, traumatic brain injury,
Parkinson's and Huntington's di,ease
Beyond the body shaking, you
indicate your son continues to
smoke and cough. his complexion is gray and he appears
unhealthy. This is of more concern to me from a medical point
of vievv. He may have cardiac
abnormalities. chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease or other more
ominous problems. If his wife
indicates he is fine, it would likely be in his best interest to make
an appointment with another phy stcian for a complete examination,
blood work, X-rays, an EKG and
anything else the doctor deems
appropriate My guess is that he
should also consult a top-notch
neurologist, who can get to the
bottom of his tremors and get
him back on track.
You have your hands full Speak
with your son, but keep it short
and sweet. You are concerned.
you love him, and you want him
around for many more years. Ask
him to seek medical help as a
favor to you band to him and his
wife) to ensuie this. Help is out
there. He simply has to reach out
and help himself. Good luck.
Readers who would like information on one form of tremor
can order my Health Report
'Parkinson's Disease' by sending
a No. 10 envelope and a $2 check
or money order made payable to
Newsletter and mailed to Newsletter. P.O. Box 167. Wickliffe, OH
44092-0167. Be sure to mention
the title or print an order form
off my website at www.AskDrGottMD.com.
Dr. Peter H. Gott is a retired
physician and the author of several books, including "Live Longer,
Live Better,' "Dr. Gott's No Flour,
No Sugar Diet" and 'Dr. Gotes
No Flour. No Sugar Cookbook."
which are available.

Hints From Heloise

Today In History
In 1942. as Japanese forces Soviet President /Constantin U
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. March II. the continued to advance in the Pacif- Chemenko.
In 2004. ten bombs exploded
70th day of 201. There are 295 ic during World War II, Gen. Douglas MacArthur left the Philip- in quick succession across the
days left in the year.
pines for Australia. IMacArthur, commuter rail network in Madrid,
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 11. 1861. the Con- who subsequently vowed, "I shall Spain. killing 191 people and
stitution of the Confederate States return." kept that promise more wounding more than 2,000 in an
attack linked to al-paida-inspired
of America was adopted by the than 2 1/2 years later.)
In 1965. the Rev. James J. militants.
Confederate Congress in MontOne year ago: A federal appeals
Reeb. a white minister from Boston.
gomery.. Ala.
died after being beaten by whites court in San Francisco upheld th.:
.
On this date:
In 1888, the famous Blizzard during civil nghts disturbances in use of the words "under God' in
the Pledge of Allegiance and "In
of '88 began inundating the north- Selma, Ala.
In 1985, Mikhail S. Gorbachev God We Trust- on U.S. currency.
eastern United Slates, resulting in
was chosen to succeed the late
some 400 deaths
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MIDDLE SCHOOL
ADVICE
Dear
Heloise: This
is a message
to all MIDD L E by
SCHOOL
STUDENTS
Heloise
and soon-tomiddlebe
school Audents. This is how you
have a good day at school. The
first thing to do is get organized. A cluttered locker/backpack/binder leads to a tough day.
I didn't have a binder, and I was
really disorganized. My backpack
was full of random papers, notebooks, pencils and pens.
I got a binder and folders
One folder for homework, one
for random papers I need to keep,
and one for a subject for which
a folder was mandatory. In the
front part was a place for pencils and pens. etc.
organized
an
Having
binder/backpack/locker isn't the
only way to have a good day at
school. You need to get along
with all peers and teachers. Yes.
I know. this can be hard, but if
you want to have someone to

talk to, you need these friends.
And when you need a question
answered by a teacher, you don't
want to feel awkward all the
time while you're asking the question I wish you a good time
and happiness in middle school.
Kedsie C., via e-mail
Kedsie, good hints for all students, regardless of age! Thanks
.so much for writing in I'd be
happy to print more hints from
students. Please e-mail yours to:
Heloise(at)Heloise.com, or mail
to: Heloise/School Hints, P.O.
Box 795000, San Antonio, TX
Heloise
78279-5000_
HOUSEGUESTS
Dear Heloise: My son said
my guest bathroom reminds him
of a "bed-and-breakfast." I bought
two inexpensive plastic brochure
holders at an office-supply shop_
I have them holding local Floridian-attraction leaflets, and the further-away Florida sights and
attractions.
I ask our guests to bnng me
new brochures (some even have
discount coupons) if they visit a
place. Relatives and friends seem
to enjoy reading and/or planning
their visits to these areas of interest -- Rose Crickenberger in Florida

PHOTOS
Dear Heloise: 1 buy some 8I/2-by- I I -inch sheet protectors to
put 8-by- 10-inch photos in that
1 don't want to put on my wall
or that don't fit in the sheets of
my photo albunts. I place two
photos back to back and then
place them in a three-ring binder.
This also works for sheets of
smaller photos so you don't have
them loose everywhere. -- Christina Thomas, via e-mail
KEEPING IN TOUCH
Dear Heloise: To keep my
extended faintly in touch. I send
out an e-mail each month listing
birthdays, anniversaries and special family events for that month.
I add some recent news items
or greetings to each one. Other
family members have used my
e-mails tel forward additional news
to all of us as well. -- Jeanette
Abi-Nader in Pennsylvania
WAXING FLOORS
Dear Readers: An easy way
to wax floors is to use a longhandled, clean paint roller to help
with the job. It's a lot easier to
clean under furniture and other
hard-to-reach places. -- Heloise
(02011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Antenna alternative
Up
"Sleeper" director
Tito Puente's music
Pitch
Bar mishap
Storage spot
Motel freebie
Recent Prefix
What's more
Big tub
Wnter Follett
Future cow
Gloss taigets
Nine-sided figure
Latest fad
Non-wizard
Building wing
Ring item
Floral garland
Next-to-last letter
Antique
They hold power
Raring to go
Tease
Needed a massage
Earthy pigment
Release
Wendy's friend

Poe lady
Former Disney honcho
Nickname of astronaut Cooper
Brain scan: Abbr
Blackjack need
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39
41
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African fortress
Skiing vanety
Brilliant flash
Victor at Fredericksburg
Pep up
Plus
Keg need
Christmas tree sight
Out
Hawk's graspers
Sundael topping
Opponent
Ship record
Sweet treat
Undo, as a law
Region of eastern France
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KHSAA GIRLS SWEET SIXTEEN:
CALLOWAY COUNTY 62, NEWPORT CENTRAL CATHOLIC 57(OT)

Spectacular
Fields,
teammates
get it done
with timely
plays
Averee Fields was good
Thursday afternoon.
Ralf good.
In fact,
senior
the
forward finished with a
game-high
30 points.
and added
nine
rebounds,
steak.
six
five block
Ricky
four assisi,
Martin
and a parAssistant Sports tridge in a
pear tree.
Editor
Even
though perhaps no First Region
player has filled up a stat sheet
quite like her, it is what the players around Fields did Thursday
that was even more impressive.
Every time the Lady Lakers
needed a big play against
Newport Central Catholic,
someone made it.
It wasn't always Fields who
made the big pass or the big
shot, but her consistency from
the opening tip. coupled with the
timely play of the other four
starters, lifted Calloway to its
first win at the Sweet 16 since
1993.
That balance is something
Calloway County head coach
Scott Sivills said he has seen
from the beginning of the season.
"I was wanting this game so
badly because 1 feel like we
have one of the best players in
the state in Averee Fields," he
said in his post game press conference.
"She picked up and made
some great plays down the
stretch when we had to have
them, hut this team is not made
around Averee, it's made around
Averec and her teanunates."
The good news for Sivills?
He doesn't have to tell Fields,
a West Virginia signee. She
already knows.
After dropping 30 points on
one of the Commonwealth's
best defenses statistically, the
first sentence out of the senior's
mouth after the game when
addressing the media ended
with, "I'm very proud of my
teammates."
And she has every right to be.
Alyssa Cunningham scored
12 and pulled down eight
rebounds. Abby Futrell and
Taylor Futrell each scored eight.
Karlee Wilson scored four. but
made the play of the game just
before halftime. sinking a halfcourt shot to cut the Calloway
deficit to just three.
That's what the Lady Lakers
did with perfection Thursday
afternoon -- make plays when
they needed to be made. And
everyone participated.
Cunningham knocked down
•See TEAM,4B

Tonight
Calloway Co. vs.
Sheldon Clark
Where

A 1),,1,150 A:enti tBowling
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Records: CCHS 31-1 SCHS 25-8

PICKY MARTIN

Ledger S.

Calloway County Lady Lakers (from left) Taylor Futrell, Averee Fields and Karlee Wilson run off the E.A. Diddle Arena court Thursday after leading
their squad to a 62-57 first-round Sweet Sixteen victory over Newport Central Catholic in Bowling Green. Fields scored 30 points and grabbed nine
rebounds while Wilson hit a crucial halfcourt shot at the halftime buzzer to swing momentum in Calloway's favor. Futrell sank two free throws to
give Calloway a two-point lead with 14 seconds left in regulation.

WILSON HALFCOURT HEAVE GIVES
CALLOWAY, FIELDS MOMENTUM TO
HOLD OFF NEWCATH LATE
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
BOWLING GREEN. Ky. --- Atter
trudging through a lackluster first 15 minutes and change Thursday afternoon.
Calloway County was desperately seeking a spark.
Plagued by a lethal combination of
Newport Central Catholic's suffocating
defense, as well as nerves on their own
part. the Lady Lakers struggled to execute, particularly offensively, in the first
two quarters.
Still. the Lady Lakers had managed to
do just enough with the seconds tickinr
away in the second quarter to go into th:
locker room trailing bv only six.
All they had to do was stop th,
Thoroughbreds on their final possessior.
of the half, and go into halftime down 22
16.
The Lady Lakers did their part, forcing
NewCath to cough up the ball with just
over three seconds left in the half.
Instead of running out the clock, however, Karlee Wilson had another idea.
What turned into a sigh of relief from
the Calloway fans after the defensive stop
erupted into chaos as Wilson decided ti,
heave up a half-court prayer.
The junior guard took the ball to the
half-line and watched as it rattled home.
cutting the Lady Laker deficit to just
three, and giving Calloway all the
momentum they would need for a strong
second-half push. eventually claiming a
62-57 victory in overtime.
"It was a major momentum swing:
Calloway County head coach Scott
Styli's said. "When she hit that shot, I
think it really changed the game. It really
refocused us, energized us and it just put
us hack in the game...
"It really gave us a jolt of confidence
at halftime, because we know the third
quarter has been our best quarter all year
long."
Calloway opened the third period with
Alyssa
junior
a
from
jumper
Cunningham. then Fields knocked in a
lay-up to give the Lady Lakers their first
lead of the afternoon at 23-22.
NewCath responded on the next possession, and the Lady Lakers buck!ed in
for what Sivills said they knew would he
a battle the rest of the game.
After the NewCath basket to reclaim
the lead. Calloway went on a 6-0 run to

RICKY MARTIN
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Averee Fields drives to the basket
against the defense of Newport
Central Catholic's Nicole Kiernan
during the first half of Thursday's
game.
jump ahead 29-24
After a Ron Dawn timeout. NewCath
answered on a three-point play from
freshman Nicole Kiernan. but Calloway
scored the next use, as Fields converted a
three point play, then Abby Futrell
banked in a layup to put the Lady Lakers
ahead 34-27. their largest lead of thy
night.
NewCath's Hannah Thiem knocked
down back-to-hack three-pointers. however. just .10 seconds apart, closing the
gap to just one at 34-3.4 entering the
fourth quarter
The Lady Lakers pulled ahead by as
many as five in the final period. hut
couldn't quite pull away, and poor free
•See LADY LAKERS, 4B

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Twnes

Calloway County's Karlee Wilson leaps into a crowd of her teammates
as the Lady Lakers celebrate Thursday's 62-57 overtime win over
Newport Central Catholic at Western Kentucky University. Also
approaching the huddle is senior forward Averee Fields. Calloway will
face Sheldon Clark in the second round tonight at 6:30 p.m
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Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times *Ili be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
No made

Legal Nonce
Notice
Personals
Finansw,
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Positton Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportune,
Electronics
Comps,lets
Appliance Parrs
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Careen
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Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Horne Luis For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobtle Homes For Rent
Illobow Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentais
Apartments For Rent
Rooms no, Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Cerrenerctao Property
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Lois For Sale
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Farms For Sale
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NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

Our lAessaw
Our Mentaw was our Quote he
The creator of our tastily
led lipstick on her lips.
tiny little legs and hips.
She sparkled with glitter and gold
She was beautiful as she was bold
Our MVOISW was good hearted and kind
She helped everyone she could
To never meet a stranger on the the street
Her generosity never missed a beat.
A devoted Mother Memaw and f(IOW,
She loved earl, and everyone till the end
Never judging or putt* 10 down
Our A4eisiaw should have worn a crown
And although now she may be gm
The sweet blessed memories of her
will forever live on

Must have own'automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick Up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
'hone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-900-648.6056

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
intormation do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
WEST KY TRAIL RIDSale/ SwapERS
meet/ Fundraiser Sat.
March 12th th the parking lot of Brinn's Quality
Service and Lute 507
S 12th St next to La
Mexican
Cosine
(yellow
Restaurant
building). 7a m. til ???
Lots of saddles, horse
trailer, pony cart, venous horse equipment
and general sale items
too Donations accepted for a member that
has tragically lost horses Call 293-3956 for
more into

JUST give us a call,
we II be glad to help.
Your loved one we II
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

Accepting background
and references to
mowing services Send
into to PO box 1040 K
Murray, KY

DISCLAIMER
Allen
hdlt U.Intcor •Cslit.n

111,11.,
Ntet

ts

COMMUNITY Options.
nc., a national nonprofit dedicated to
empowering individuals w, developmental
disab:Ides is currently
Community
seeking
in
Staff
Support
Benton. KY. FT. PT and
opportunities
Sub
available!
Responsibilities
include assisting wi
daily living skills & the
development of independent community living, administering medication and complete
the appropnate documentation. and accompanying individual to &
troM appointments ;
activities. H S diploma
GED, a valid DL wi a
gcod dnving record & a
clean background are a
mush EOE Please subto:
resume
mit
Carla.SpencerePcomo
p.org or fax to:
270-906-2284
Dominos Pizza of
Murray is now hiring
delivery drivers. Cfr's.
and expenenced assistant managers. No
phone calls please.
Apply in person at 117
S. 12th St.
JOIN the Jasmine's
Family! Now hiring
servers Apply in person. 270-761 -THAI.
LOOKING for workers
able to do pool maintenance and repairs,
must have valid drivers
license and willing to
work Call me @ 270978-0706 to discuss
Now hinng for part time
house keeping at Best
Western. 753-5353
PART-TIME help needed at local coffeeguice
opening 3/25
bar
off
drop
Please
resumes at Quest
Fitness Center Attn.
Kim
809 Coldwater Rd

V, ill .ippc,it
Mt, Acthslte
lithe cue. .1,.1 %Mona:

lirtiiigs
vichdi,
Olt Me nihnetu or k solo
ad pl.,dd
too Iklurras Ledge'
& Times Please call
us if xou hose .utn
ouesnons regarding
the MUIva!• area
rot, listings Thank you
notiii

following positron: Parttime RN day shift
Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky

35' Nomad travel trail
en, deck, screened
gazebo. storage building. Located in campground with beach.
docks on KY Lake
220-978-7035

Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center 2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY 42025 E0EAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Melia Homes For Selo I

Mobile Horne Lots For Renti

140
Want to Buy
want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
WANTED. iunk car &
truck batteries. Top
prices paid.
1270)759-9694

SOFTWARE develop
ment company seeking
to fill a full-time position
for Marketing Manager
Responsible for coordinating development of
marketing programs.
objectives. and strategies. Will develop new
market and product
strategies for existing
core market, as well as
new markets. Strong
and
communication
skills_
negotiating
Minimum 5 years experience in the area of
marketing. Agriculture
experience
industry
Send
preferred
resume to lobs@taplogic.com
Pond
Willow
Resturaunt in Aurora
now binng dining room
host, Must be available
evenings weekends,
and holidays Cash
experience
register
preferred. Need to be
friendly, organized, and
able to make good
judgement decisions.
Apply weekends 4-6
p.m 270-474-2202

3BR No Pets
293-6116

150
Articles
For Sale
32' RCA, three years
old $75 Maytag dryer.
works great $75
227-3109.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has great bargains at
Trends-N -Treasures.
Kids Welcome' Buy
and appraise coins.
270-753-4161
Mobilized chair never
used. 270-356-0459
_EARTH
MOTHER
magazines
$1.00
1970-1979
each. all for $24 00
753-5090 leave message. cag_ ORGANIC
FARMING_also.
REDWOOD lap siding
tapered
1/2"x8"
Different lengths 40c
per running foot or
make an offer on all
753-2041. 293-7092

Domestic & Childcare
WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean
References.
978-3583

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

WARD-Films
605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
Musical

Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other-positions
Send tO,
PO Box 363
Murray. KY

.

,

pany baseo in Murray
an
seeking
is
Administrative
Assistant with
Microsoft Office and
Ouickbook experience
Fax resume to.
270-477-0016
Small business seeking massage therapist.
Set your own hours.
Send resume to P.O.
box 1040 D

I

Want To Rest

Family looking to rent a
home Must be in good
conditon Flexible with
deposit and monthl
payment Eric
954-914-8246
NEED to rent mobile
home lot with acres.
Please call 978-3324

STUDIO apartments
for rent. Some utilities
paid. $250/mo. No
pets. 767-9037

Garland Rentals. Inc. has now acquired

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D,
stove.
refrigerator,
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

mini storage needs. please call

MOTIVATED seller has
5 acre lot for sale within city limits Southwest
Area 865-525-3181

Hwy 94 8iliwy 280. For your boat and

270-753-2905 our Office is located at
1900 N. 12th St. Suite A in the Murray
Business Center. Visit our other
locations-at 1900 N. 12th MBC Storage

-340
Houses,Or Rent
BR. Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-7530728. 270-994-3308
2 BR houses Available
locations
Various
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.
2BA,
2BR.
carport,
hookup,
detached garage. No
pets. Lease and references required. HWY
121N. 5mi from Murray.
Plus
$625.00/mo.
deposit. Call 293-8025
227-3749

1BR, price reduced,
locations
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR. 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
furnished
water
$600/month, no pets.
753-2225.
2BR, 2BA duplex,
$525/mo .1/mo. security-deposit, no pets
please Call 4928566 after-6pm or
293-8566
2BR. close to MSU.
Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR. C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898
1st Full Mo Rent Free
Calloway (;arden
Essex Downs
Apartments

ANTIQUES. Call Lam,
753-3E33
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
GOOD use, h•
boner, stos.
or, electric & gas
heater storm windows
753-4109
Buying & SelI••
old U.S. Coln'
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves,
quarters, dimes
gold COil•
sets &
Randy Brandon
293-6999

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
St.
Chestnut
403
Guitar, Piano, D,.ims
Voice 8 More
Piano Tuning
DJ & Sound
We Train Youth
Bends!

(270)978-1961
270
Mobile Homes For Sale i
-73
$12.900
Available in Feb.
PISCeS sold so
r Dent miss 71,11
1a4

[

SOLD

(270) 753-6012

I RR & 2911 Aim
270-7534556
lilt) I -X09-545.11{33
I""3
Duplexes for rent.
Near Primary Care.
All appliances. Great
bargain. Call
767-9948 or 293-9474
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905
Very nice 2BR in quiet
area with outside storage and all appliances.
Available now
270-759-5885 or
270-2937085

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
in
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision,
Floors,
Hardwood
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905

G & W Storage located at Junction of

Study in paradise
9/miles from campus
515 Saddle Ln 6/acres
$500/ mo
206-883-6219

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109

REAL ESTATE TERMS

1 acre lot south of Lynn
Grove. Well, septic,
building.
storage
$21,500. 227-2445
Or,
Oakhill
1414
Estates,
Campbell
145x175ft perfect for
basement
walkout
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876

All ze Ints
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

36R, 1 5BA. garage &
workshop stove. dishpets
no
washer,
Murray 270-753-0259

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and

PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. At. 121S
Murray, KY 421371
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORACE
720 S. 4TH ST.
&
'mar14'121
10\10525 10s15 S40
12701 136-2524
i 270 i 293-6906

or 641 North Murray Store & Lock,

2009 Brick Home
2,100 SQ. FT. Living
Space 3BR, 28A. 1
Acre & Double Garage,
Hilltop
Sun-Room,
to
1/2Mile
View
Murray City Water &
Owner
By
Gas,
$149.000
270-519-8570

753-29Q5
Reol Estate

I

ADORABLE 8 week FOR Sale Nice duplex
old labmaraner pup- in Northwood $90.000
pies. 1st shots and 270-293-1446
dewormed 5 chocolate
and 7 black. $100.00 Open House Saturday
for males and $150.00 from 1-3 at 31 East Y
KY
Murray,
Or
for females. call
$124,500.00 lust been
270-435-4015
reduced. 978-7811
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.

Youthful 2 year old
male Yorkie $50.
978-4132
410

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

CONSIGNING MOTHERS March 7-12 at the
County
Henry
Fairgrounds. Turn your
kids' outgrown clothing
toys, and women'/,
clothing into money te,
participating Drop off
is March 6th! Public
7-12,
March
Sale
Tuesday. Wednesday
& Thursday 1 lam 7pm
Friday 25% Off
'
7pm: Saturday 50
8am-lpm. For info call
642-9868 or 644-1126,
Week of sale call 6421833. Name brand.
top quality, women's
and children's clothing.
scrubs, formals, pursbooks,
toys.
es,
strollers, baby beds,
car seats' Check out
our Face Book Page

Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

SBG

06 Dodge 2500 these
4x4. Laramie package.
Leather, power everything. and automatic
Sharp excellent truck.
miles.
132k
$24,500.00. 436-5508
293-5507
1987 Ford F250 404
57K miles. Good body.
interior, tires. 351
automatic. AC. Needs
carburetor
brakes,
rebuilt, tune up. Good
work. farm truck As is
$1,750.00 o.b u.
436-2205

Extra nice 18ft 370V
ranger boat_ 175HP
motor
:unction
S6,000.00 0.6.0. 2279315/753-6976

into
Savings!
subscribe to the

YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
_
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534916

1.1)6E11811111ES
Local Mail
Home Delivery
$30.00
3 mo.
S35 IM1
3 mo.
$55.00
6 mo.
$63 00
6 mos.
$105.00
1 yr.
$11000
1 yr.
•
Rest of Kli7IN
intu 1,11

$70.50
$90.00
$120.90

3 mo
6 mo
1 yr

a
e
a
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h

Hill -Electric
Since 1986
Res., Coni.. & Ind I
Licensed & Insured
All nibs - big or sin.111

All Other Mail
Subscription%
$75,00
mo.
S96.00
6 mu.
$145.00
1 yr.

Money Order

MK'

Visa

753-9562
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a
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'Oil
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RETAIL Store in Hazel
41SF
5000
51000 00/month
270-492-8211
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We Finance
hollandmotorsales.com

Call Ashley or Natasha
to place au ad
(270) 755-1916

a

•Li
MO1

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

20 word lime ad
ome week
ONLY 41 9.00

Public Sale

CC

2004 Harley-Davidson
STC
Heritage
37,800,miles $12.00(
Make an offer
270 753-1441

St.Paddy's I
Picks

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

800 Coldwater Road 2
Bay Shop and office
and parking in high
area
traffic
$1.500 00/Mo
270-753-3153

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

3BR, 3BA Brick home.
Springs
Saratoga
$287.000.
270 753-2135

430

381)
Pets & Supplies

Aldridg
Roofing
and ins
mates
293-19:

House with tvliacc
barn, shop and 29.6
acres. On Erwin Rd
7mi SW of Murray. Call
753-1578 or 293-2971

38R 2BA Home on
1 acre 5mi from town.
C/1-1/A. Extra large eat
in kitchen. Large living
room with fireplace.
Master suite, Close to
elementary school. Kid
Detached
friendly.
garage with lots ot storage Other out buildings. 1000 Cohoon Rd
for
Call
$83.000
appointment
270-227-9055

10 X 10 and lox 20
Lights and Electricity
94/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

Murray :edger & Times tar
noosing Sit \odor

1505 Ditipuid
220
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Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
is currently accepting applications for the

NICE FURNITURE APPLIANCES TO
MOBILITY SCOOTH? SMALL CC
VISIT HARRISAUCTION

VISA
wimim

Shama L. Miller

Help Wantea

A BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOP
& 24's12' WORKSI
SHORT DRIVE TO
NICE PEACEFUt NFIGHRORHo
F,-ATF

Thur.10a.m.

Friday
Saturday

fir d matte,

for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
-Friday
Monday
Hours:
Office
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

9r.'Zone" cntarriorry

•
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436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE 187331
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding.
Floors.
Laminate
Reparrs, workers comp
Insured
227-2611

• lip
751

CI,ISSIFIEDS

NIurraa Ledger & limes

AUCTION
Saturday, March 26th, 2011 @ 10:00 AM

Free Pallets
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MSU professor involves community when writing textbook

dinator for the College 'it
were able to get involved by international levels and has
By MEREDITH LOCKHART
Education and serves on multi
artijournal
videotaping and interviewing authored numerous
MSU Public Relations
'
C.
WU HARM OROKERAMCTIONEER
chapter. Hansen plc committees, including vice
book
a
and
cles
A% St,t4111119•
CO%
Murray
from
IICAML. NAMES IMIORE/ItAUCTIOSHA •
teachers
master
In. Jacqueline Hansen. an
ARMEN IMAMS REALIMAUCTIOISLER
RI Wei
program coor- chair of the Acatlemic Council
s 6965Pentroleire
Imo sounotk. REMTMAUCTIONEO1
of and Calloway County school is the elementary
Professor
Ass,iciate
_
270-247-3253 • 270-475-4800 • 41100•!
_
informaElementary Education at MSU; districts. "To bring the
incorporat
knew
we
life,
to
tion
semia
Moore.
and Dr. Kenneth
460
and
retired professor and education- ing real-life interviews
Homes For Sale
al consultant, co-authored the teaching videoclips featuring
action was
Mccuiston
Aldridge
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
textbook. Effective Strategies master teachers in
Handyman Work
"This
Roofing;LLC Licensed
Hansen.
said
important,
2 Car garage. Custom
s
Classroom
K-8
in
for Teaching
Odd Jobs, Repairs
in and insured Free estihome
Brick
was a wonderful way for MSU
published in Jan. 2011.
was
that
Auto
Drought To You By
Home.
or
Boarcrest Subdivision. mates. 293-4020
Strategies for College of Education students
Carpentry,
Effective
Floors. 293-1924
Hardwood
to
teachers
Mobile Welding
Teaching in K-8 Classrooms and other aspiring
Formal dining. custom
profesards.,Tren, Molding &
provides knowledge and skills learn more about their
ALMO
cabinets, open floor
Medi More for teachers to utilize when sion.plan with lots of natural
COMPUTER
'No 'slab Too Small
Working with so many pracinstructing diverse student poplight. Approx 1800 SF
REPAIR
was a very
Jacob'
Living. Call for your
ulations. The text aims to ticing K-8 teachers
•Lapor never
270-978-0278
for Hansen.
private showing
increase teachers' instructional exciting experience
W parkeifortl.com
C' 'A
lly
more than $50
270-753-2905.
flexibility by applying the most Both authors were exceptiona
the
of
HORSE BOARDING
response
the
for
thankful
*Repair in
and
recent research findings
House with tobacco
teaching community.
48 hours or ftee
practical classroom practice.
barn, shop and 29.6
Hansen and Moore hope that
it
made
Moore
Menus for the lunchrooms of the Murray City School and
and
978-7890
Hansen
(270)
acres. On Erwin Rd
and gain
identify
can
teachers
all
that
County Schools for the week of March 14-18 have
book
a
write
Calloway
to
mission
their
7mi SW of Murray. Call
but
14
book,
270-29373
their
by Mallory Cathey. Murray director, and Pal
from
insight
released
been
teachfor
ANDRUS L,,L.initti,q
would become a tool
753-1578 or 293-2971
Menus, subject to occasional changes
currently
director
15
students
270-293-73
Calloway
Lane.
especially
and Septic Systems
ers. However, through the writNEW Listing
based on avaitandity are as follows.
Dozer, back hoe, and
it became a learning enrolled in teacher education
process.
ing
3BR, 2BA
work
hoe
track
programs designed to mold
KEY ROOFING,
experience for students and
Energy Efficient
MURRAY CITY
Installation and repair
effective instructional leaders at
alike.
G &
teachers
PAINTIN
270-210-3781
Murray Preschool/Head Start - Breakfast - (Fruit and milk
on septic systems.
middle
and
y
elementar
the
vy;
Hansen and Moore used the
270-559-2032
REMODELING
served daily) - Monday - cereal; Tuesday - biscuit/gra
Now offering septic
writing process as a Wa!, for school level.
y - cereal, banana; Thursday - chicken biscuit, Fri$S We will save
pumping. Malor
tank
Wednesda
story
in
2.5
B.A.
a
REDUCED
Hansen earned
daily)
YOU money $S
master teachers' to share their
cards accepted
day - cereal, banana, Lunch - (Fruit and milk served
house on 7 acres with credit
from
expertise with MSU students. Elementary Education
- Monday - turkey and cheese sub, green peas) Tuesday
Free Estimates
barn. With picturesque 978-0404
and
Crete. Neb.,
cheeseburger, baked beans. Wednesday - turkey gravy
"Through the Eyes of an Doane College in
References
view. East of town.
Island.
roll, mashed potatoes; Thursday - peanut butter and jelly uncrustaExpert.- a section found in most before moving to Grand
Make offer. 293-7252. APPUANCE REPAIR
(270) 703-0978
elemenbias, carrot sticks, hamburger/ENS. Friday - chuckwagon sandSERVICE & PARTS
chapters of the textbook, fea- Neb., where she taught
(270) 205-6063
23 years. She
for
school
wich, French fries.
tary
1270) 293-8726 OR
MSU
by
written
pieces
tures
Murray Elementary - Breakfast - (toast and cereal, milk
759-5534
Meagan went on to earn an Ed.D. degree
Dr.
professors
*
Cbiok 'Its
L&M
juice served daily) - Monday - scrambled eggs. Tuesday
curand
tion,
administra
education
in
Musselman and Dr. Joy Navan;
LAWN SERVICE
biscuit, Wednesday - pancakes: Thursday - biscuit
sausage
the
2004 Harley-Davidson
front
instruction
and
From Drywall & •
Karen McCuiston, Director of riculum
Manicuring
Friday • blueberry muffin; Lunch - (Fruit and milk
Mowing,
STC
gravy:
and
Heritage
of
Paintingto
the Kentucky Center for School University
Landscaping &
- Monday - hamburger, grilled cheese. French
daily)
37,8002'miles $12.000
served
BathrooMi g 'Hansen
Leaf Vacuuming
Safety; and area teachers Nebraska-Lincoln.
Make an otter
Kitchens
green beans, carrots, Tuesday - mini corn dogs, turkey
fries,
Deolis to Fencing
Satisfaction guarante
270.753-1441
Russell. Jennifer strives to teach current and
Veronica
and cheese sub, baked beans, mac and cheese. side salad:
We Do rt Auf •
753-11116 227-061
Dunnaway. Ken Dowdy. Carol future teachers to love teaching
Wednesday - taco salad, bbq sandwich, Mexican beans. baked
No Job To Small'
as much as she does. Hansen has
apples, Thursday - Salisbury steak, chicken sandwich, mashed
CHASE Futrell Lawn- A. Withrim.
270-873-9916
potatoes, green peas. side salad: Friday • stuffed crust pizza,
Care 8yrs exp.
MSLi,..iching candidates presented at the national and
Of visit our websge,.
293-8814
sloppy joe, black-eyed peas. corn, carrots.
ltentuckylAff
rermsdefinfl•
Middle - Breakfast - (toast and cereal, milk and juice
.
. Sofe
mowed.
Lawns
FREE ESTIMATES
daily) - Monday - waffle sticks: Tuesday • steak and
served
enced.
Experi
Wednesday - breakfast bagel: Thursday - biscuit and
biscuit
takis
Only
.
Reasonable
for Tonight: Where the action
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
- sausage biscuit; Lunch - (Fruit and milk served
Friday
gravy.
Free
yards
ing 8-10
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Saturday, March 12, 2011:
LEARN TO FLY
We Finance
daily) - Monday - sweet and sour chicken, rice/egg roll, turkey
astimates. Ken Bucy This year, tension could build. *** Responsibilities call. A parin Murray
and cheese sub; Tuesday - taco salad, chicken salad sandhollandmotorsates com
753-2643 befor 10p n:
Many of you will know the reason ent or older friend might need
Professional Flight
wich, refried beans. corn: Wednesday - bbq sandwich, fish
270-753-4461
your feedback or help. Don't hesfor this stress, Observe how you
Instruction
MITCHELL' might say one thing but do itate to pitch in, Try walking in his and cheese sandwich. French fries. white beans, cole slaw:
'Flight Review
Thursday - corn dog, grilled chicken salad vegetarian beans.
BROS.
another. Some people might act or her shoes. Your finances
Used Trucks
potato salad; Friday - cheeseburger, turkey club wrap. French
'Discovery Flight
which could limit you in some manner
knowing
not
strangely.
PAVING
fries, broccoli and cheese.
you out. Tonight: A
seek
Others
behavThis
to.
respond
to
voice
(270)873-2098
06 Dodge 2500 diesel
*Asphalt Installatior
High - Breakfast - (toast and cereal, milk and juice served
ior could be a problem. If you are force to be dealt with.
4x4 Laramie package
(270)925-5387
daily) - Monday - bagel w/cream cheese. Tuesday - biscuit
23-Oct. 22)
(Sept.
&
LIBRA
coating
someone
*Seal
meet
could
you
single.
Leather, power every
and gravy, Wednesday - Tornado wrap; Thursday - chicken
through your family, roommates ***** Please be aware of
striping
thing. and automatic
ss could color a
biscuit. Friday • cinnamon roll: Lunch - (milk and fruit served
seriousne
how
you
If
home.
your
around
and/or
Sharp excellent truck
49 yrs. experience
FRAME'S TREE
not be commight
- Monday - crispito, turkey and cheese sub, chef salad.
You
daily)
situation.
you
of
two
the
are
attached,
miles
132k
SERVICE.&
what is happening
rice. vegetable blend, Tuesday - bacon cheeseburgwith
Mexican
fortable
9-0501
at
(270)75
in
nestling
love
to
start
might
$24,500.00. 436-5508
DEBRIS REMOVAL
Deal
choices.
tuna salad, buttered potatoes, green bean cassedog,
available
corn
er,
the
and
lot
a
create
can
GEMINI
home.
293-5507
.24 Hour
disa
at
y - turkey roastigrava ham and cheese sub.
someone
Wednesda
with
role,
directly
tension
of
1987 Ford F250 4x4
repair,
Emergency Service
111skillatior.
grilled chicken salad, green peas, mashed potatoes, Thursday
tance. This person really cares
57K miles. Good body.
,Locally owned
'
maintenance on doors
- stuffed crust pizza, meatball sub, chicken salad, hashbrown
The Stars Show the Kind of Tonight: Try a new spot
interior. tires. 351
'Licensed & Insureo
and operators.
21)
-Nov.
23
(Oct.
SCORPIO
casserole, vegetable blend. Friday - ribette sandwich, chuck4amic,
5-Dyn
Have:
Day You'll
automatic. AC. Needs
Roh frame
270-293-2357
prefernatural
Your
*****
wagon, chef salad. baked beans. French fries
1
2-So-so:
Positive; 3-Average:
carburetor
brakes,
(270)227-3140
ence is to ba with one person at
Difficult
OBRYAN TREE
rebuilt, tune up Good
(270)474-0323
CALLOWAY COUNTY
a time. YOU could be taken aback
work, farm truck As is
& DEBRIS
by everything that is occurring
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour Snack - Monday (March 21-April 19)
ARIES
$1,750.00 ot
• Locally owned
animal crackers, milk: Tuesday - cheese stix, crackers juice.
**** Don't be too serious. between you and a key person
436-2205
and operated
Wednesday - peanut butter and jelly sandwich, milk: ThursYour point can be made without Let go of judgments as soon as
''Free Estimates
day - apple, milk. Friday - tortilla chips, cheese sauce. juice:
a stern attitude. A conflict exists possible. Relax and understand
PICK HP
Boats & Motors
what is motivating him or her.
• Lic & Ins.
Breakfast • Monday - oatmeal, muffin, juice, milk. Tuesday between what is being said and
biscuit w/sausage gravy, juice, milk. Wednesday - bacon, egg
270-703-1021
what people do. Return calls Tonight: Add some spice to the
Extra nice 1811 370V
and cheese wrap, juice, milk. Thursday - pancake and sausage
before setting up appointments. moment,
270-703-4005
ranger boat. 175HP
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) on a stick yr/syrup, mixed fruit, milk. Friday - cereal, muffin.
Tonight: Catch up.
270-293-5624
Johhny O'Bryan
motor.
;unction
***** Others seem to be
juice, milk: Lunch - Monday - cheese pizza, whole kernel
(April 20-May .20)
TAURUS
FUTRELL'S Tree
$6,000.00 0.8.0. 227a spinning around you -- all with
become
can
corn, mixed fruit, milk, Tuesday - cheesy crispito, refried beans.
difficulty
A
**
Care
Lawn
Pre,
Service
9315/753-6976
stay their own set of plans. You might
don't
you
if
baked apples, milk; Wednesday - turkey sandwich, French
drama
Aaron
Free e,,timates
removal,
Trimming,
wonder where, who and when
wonder
might
orange, milk, Thursday - chicken and dumplings, green
You
fries,
anchored.
6369
254
Srhraw 270
stump grinding, firebeans, cole slaw, roll. milk, Friday - ham and cheese sandis happening behind the Go for the most intriguing set of
what
wood. Insured
wich, tater tots. applesauce, milk
scenes, You might feel unappre- plans Crowds could energize
PRESERVE YOUR
489-2839
you Tonight. Fun and games
Elementaries - Snack - Monday - string cheese. crackers.
ciated on some level. Look to a
MEMORIES
YOUR AD
19)
22-Jan.
and you'll CAPRICORN (Dec.
message.
Gutters
Tuesday - peanut butter and jelly sandwich, milk. Wednesmilk:
mixed
Continuous
6'Transfer cassette
COULD BE
*** You might be in the mood
you
isn't
it
that
d
cereal, peach cup. milk, Thursday - nacho chips. cheese.
understan
day
Sales
Door
Garage
tapes to CD
HERE FOR
to relax yet also do something
- animal crackers. banana, milk, Breakfast - MonBrowse.
Friday
milk:
Tonight
& Maintenance
-VHS. VHS-C,
ONLYi$75.00
Some of you might opt for the
biscuit. Tuesday - muffin. Wednesday - biscuit
21-June 20)
(May
chicken
GEMINI
day
and MiniDV
Owner
might feel movies, while others might enjoy
A MONTH
You
Thursday - waffle sticks ve syrup: Friday *****
gravy,
vv/sausage
tapes to DVD
Greg Mansfield
by a situation tar more hanging out with a fnend or two. cinnamon roll, Lunch • Monday • spaghetti we-Texas toast,
CALL 753-1916
anchored
Chris Adams
Decide what you want to do.
than you realize, Open up to new
2711) 293-8480
corn dog. peanut butter and jelly sandwich, Tuesday - pizza,
(270)227-3779
possibilities. You see someone then make plans. Let the world
bbq sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich. Wednesday - chicken
N111—E1ietiiC' GT Tutoring. Gr,i:1,2,, 1
,•idec kanster•yall,, corn
in a different light than in the revolve around you Tonight
nuggets wholl, tuna sandwich, yogurt and animal crackers;
Sine 1956
enrich,
5. Academics,
past. You might hear promises Keep it easy.
Thursday - sausage. eggs and biscuits, chicken sandwich.
Res,. Com.. & Ind
test
ment. national
Simmons Handyman
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
A In
from a boss or someone you
I
grilleo cheese sandwich, Friday - chicken vegetable soup.
prep, and thinking
& Carpentry Service
up to. Remember, action ***** Your playful sense of
ger, peanut butter and jelly sandwich
look
cheesebur
call
Cali
skills. Information
Over 25 years
humor comes out with someone
counts. Tonight- Say -yes.”
- Breakfast - Monday - breakfast pizza, Tuesday
Middle
2
75 3 956
(270)348-1175
Don, Murray area.
who might be very serious. - sausage biscuit. Wednesday - breakfast burrito: Thursday CANCER (June 21-July 22)
519-8570
Listen and help this person work
*** Stay content, and follow
pancakes w/syrup. Friday - chicken biscuit; Lunch - Monday
issue Though
436-5141 A-AFFORDHALL'S WASTE
Tree your intuition, as long as you can through his or her
- fish nuggets. grilled chicken sandwich, turkey and cheese
YEARRY'S
sandmight feel like taking an
ABLE Hauling. Clean
MANAGEMFN I
sandwich. Tuesday - spaghetti w.,Texas toast, bbq nbette
Service. Free esti- sort fear from feelings. If not, you
out garages, gutters,
off and understand that you emotional or financial risk. ask
sandwich. Wednesday - oven fried chicken
hold
submarine
Phone
wich,
mates.
d
Tonight:
junk & tree work.
could be negative. Do for your- yourself, at what cost'?
436-2562. 227-0267
wiroll, corn dog, submarine sandwich: Thursday - bbq ritette
...liokipci.ited
• his .11
A-1 Lamb's
self -- take a walk, or whatever Let your hair down
&roll, hot ham and cheese sandwich, turkey and cheese sand759- I 15 I • 293-2783
Professional Tree
works to clear tension. Tonight: A PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
wich, Friday - sliced turkey w/roll, hamburger, ham and cheese
-iii ItiIi
293-2784
**** Sometimes the best of
act.
Service Insured
vanishing
true
sandwich
hoilaiting sill
intentions can go haywire Know
753-TREE 18733/
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
High - Breakfast Monday ham biscuit. Tuesday - bacon
HOMETOWN
**** If you would like to what is happening within your
ADAMS Home
and pancakes w,:syrup, Wednesday - chicken biscuit. Thurspartner
A
family
or
SERVICE
household
TREE
approach a situation differently,
Improvement
day - biscuit w/sausage gravy: Friday - breakfast pizza. Lunch
Call us we will be
not
Insured Rehable
now is the time. No one will push could be overly stern and
Additions, Remodeling,
- Monday - oven fried chicken w/roll, bbq ribette sandwich,
glad to help.
Dependable
express
you
&
how
at
or force you in any way. shape or helpful Look
Roofing Vinyl Siding.
Tuesday - lasagna %v./Texas toast, corn dog. Wednesday are
Times
&
you
.mates
Ese
Ledger
perhaps
Free
if
Murray
Floors
form. Pica and choose your yourself,
Laminate
potato soup w/pizza stick, spicy chicken sandwich - Thursday
Free Stump Flemovai
message
different
270-753-1916
words. Be aware of an incon- sending a
Repairs, workers comp
- soft shell taco, bbq ribette sandwich, Friday - chicken nuggets
9
- Cell 270-293-448
You
Tonight'
gruity between what one person than you intend.
u,,me'270 4.37 3044
Insured
w.roll, cheeseburger
don't have to go faa
says and his or her actions
227-2617
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SCOREBOARD
Slate Basketball
Thursday
131g East Tournament
(at New York, NY
Lousville 8' Marquel1P lI
Today
Big East Tournament
(et New York, N.Y.)
viiie vs Notre Darer 8 p m
oup
sosN
(
LE

Prep Girls Basketball
KNSAA Sweet Sixteen
(at Western Kentucky Unix(
First Round
Thursday
Sheldon Clark 74 Boyd Co 59
Calloway Co 62 Newport Central
Catholic 57
Rockcastle Co 55 Madison Central 52
Clay Co 61 Owensboro Catholic 48
Second Round
Today
Bowling Green vs Lou DuPont
Manual noon
Lou Butler vs Manon Co 1 30 p m
Sheldon Clad. vs Calloway Co 630
pill
Rockcastle Co vs Clay Co 8 p 81

SEC Tournament
(at Atlanta. Ga )
Ole Miss vs KentuCkv 2 3O pm
(WPSO
College Baseball
Today
Indiana-Purdue Fort Wane at Murray
St . 2 p m

•Lady Lakers
From Page 1B
throw shooting let NewCath
back in the game with under a
minute to play
Still, the Lady Lakers hit free
throws when they had to. and a
pair from Taylor Futrell with
14.8 seconds left gave Calloway
the 53-51 lead.
On the Thoroughbreds' ensuing possession, Kiley Bartels
had her drive denied with a huge
block from Fields. but the ball
was deflected out of bounds
back to NewCath.
Bartels would then draw a
foul with five seconds left on the
clock on a drive after the
inbounds, and calmly sank both
free throws to send the game to
overtime.
Fields didn't St:01 t. any of her
game-high 30 points in the extra
frame, but didn't have to, as the
senior battled through the double-teams to find others, as the
Lady
Lakers
outscored
NewCath 9-4 in the overtime
period.
After struggling on the afternoon at the linc. Calloway
knocked in five of its last six
free throw attempts for the win.
the school's first win in the
Sweet 16 since 1993.
The Lady Laker defense
forced 22 turnovers and converted them into 26 points.
"Defense has been our calling card all year long," Sivills

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & limes
(TOP) Athletic director Josh McKeel motions for more enthusiasm from Calloway County fans as the Laker band cheers
behind him. (LEFT) A future Lady Laker cheers on her team.
(RIGHT) The CCHS student section was out in force
photos by

said. "...It's all about getting
stops up here. Defense wins
championships and 1 feel like
defensively we stepped up."
"We lost to a really good
team," Dawn said in his
postgame press conference. "I
don't think it's like we came
down here and we just lost. I
feel like we lost to a really good
team They have a great player. a
great coach and I told my team
we have nothing to be ashanted
of."
Sivills said now the goal is
focusing on tonight's matchup
with Sheldon Clark. while keeping his squad's eye on the ultimate goal of playing in
Saturday's semifinals.
"We are in that positon now.
that we want to get to Saturday,"
Sivills said. "Saturday is big for
us."
Calloway will face Sheldon
Clark (22-10) at 6:30 p.m.
tonight at Western Kentucky's
E.A. Diddle Arena.
c
hirportoowayCent Cath 17 5 11 20 4 - 57
Co
10 9 15 19 9-62
Newport Central Catholic (25-5) —
Thoem 18 Klernan 17 Bartels 14 Fryer

a
FG: 16 47 3-pt.: 7-13 FT: 18-21
Rebounds- 32 Turnovers: 22
Calloway County (31-1) — Fields 30
Cunningham 12 A Futrell 8, T Futrell 8
Wilson 4
FG: 21-48 3-pt., 1.9 FT: 18
31
,
Rebounds: 30 Turnovers: 14

•Team
From Page 10
shootaround, and I thought we
open jumper after open jumper. did a really good job of finding
while Abby and Taylor carried other kids."
the Lady Lakers down the
The Lady Lakers have been
stretch and in the overtime pert- looking for a third or fourth
od while NewCath double- scorer all season long. and
teamed Fields.
Thursday, they got both.
Sivills said he anticipated
Aside from Fields and the
Ron Dawn's club doubling the way she took control in spurts. it
senior, and had prepared his was what the other four starters
did to complement the senior
team for such.
"We knew watching film that that won the game for Calloway
they were probably going to down the stretch.
double her at some point,"
Just ask Fields.
Sivills said. "So we emphasized
"I started off a little shaky,
that in practice and in the but my team and Alyssa pulled

me through," she said. "...I was
just very excited and proud of
my team in how well we just
stepped up and got some stops
defensively."
"We have been asking for a
third and fourth scorer all year
long," Sivills said. "Taylor and
Averee pretty much almost the
entire year have stepped up, but
the last probably ten games.
Karlee has stepped up big for us,
now Alyssa is making some
shots, and when you get three or
four girls scoring, we are a hard
team to beat."
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